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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Purpose of the Study 

Before the Industrial Revolution, architecture was considered one of the disciplines 

of the humanities. It was recognized that well-designed buildings contain both denotative 

and connotative meanings to satisfy physical and psychological needs. The project of 

modernity and the accompanying search for the universal have "shattered this optimism."1 

Only the importance of physical need is emphasized in architecture today. It embodies the 

power of science, and legitimizes architecture as a recognizable 'professional' enterprise. 

Functionalism prevails in architecture which may contribute to a general ignorance 

of any connotative meaning by the designer and the general public alike. This has created 

a situation in which much of architecture tends to be merely an object of utility, invoking 

the outrage of such as Thomas Bernhard: " ... every new building they (builders and 

architects) put up is another crime they commit, a building crime against humanity .... We 

are helpless against the destruction of our global surface by architects."2 

To solve the problems resulting from a functionalist only approach to architectural 

design-sterile image, throw away buildings, glass boxes, etc., is to restore connotative 

meaning to architecture. The question is can modernity and connotation coexist in 

architecture? In the author's view, through the inclusion of connotative meaning, much 

1 Jurgen Habermas, "Modernity-An Incomplete Project," trans. By Seyla Ben-Habib in The Anti
aesthetic: Essays on Postmodem Culture. Ed. By Hal Foster (Seattle: Bay Press. 1983 ). 3-15. 

~Thomas Bernhard, Correction (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1979). 95. 
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more of architecture can be understood, even by culturally detached viewers, and that its 

inclusion would provide universality whereby people would enjoy the built environment 

much more than they do at present. The purpose of this thesis is to test this point of view. 

Plan of the Thesis 

After the introduction of the purpose and plan of this thesis in the first chapter, the 

second chapter begins with an examination of the theoretical basis, utilizing Ricoeur' s 

theory of text and text interpretation to illustrate the multiple interpretations of text and 

the issues of text interpretation. Following this, a comparison between text and 

architecture will be conducted to test whether architecture can be considered as text. If 

architecture parallels text, it will produce multiple, universal interpretations of meaning by 

users and viewers, even by culturally detached interpreters. 

After establishing the theoretical basis, this thesis will focus on one subject: an 

examination of ancient Chinese gardens to test the author's hypothesis. The third chapter 

will deal with meaning in Chinese gardens in order to investigate how the makers of these 

old gardens assign both denotative and connotative meanings in their landscape designs so 

as to raise them to the intellectual level of other subjects of the humanities. 

The fourth chapter will raise the question of why different cultures can be 

connected with each other in the interpretation of alien things by culturally detached 

viewers. An investigation of the relationship between Chinese and English cultures 

through the influence of Chinese garden design on English landscape movement and the 

creation of anglo-chinois style will be conducted to answer this question. 

2 



The fifth chapter will focus on several American and British authors' 

interpretations regarding the various disciplines that are interwoven into the design of 

Chinese gardens as case studies. It will also discuss the merits of these authors' 

comprehension. 

In these chapters, Suzhou, a city in the south of China chosen as the research area, 

will be discussed. From over one hundred gardens in this city, the three most celebrated 

gardens, the Zhuozheng Yuan, the Liu Yuan, and the Wangshi Yuan, have been selected 

for their aesthetics, comprehensiveness and convenience for detailed examination. 

In the final chapter, the author will draw conclusions from the study of these 

Chinese gardens and the comparisons of Chinese and Anglo interpretation. Through these 

findings, she will demonstrate the need to the education of connotative meaning to both 

architects and users in the process of modernity for a healthier and happier society. 



CHAPTER II 

THE THEORETICAL BASIS 

A Contemporary Issue in Architecture 

According to Umberto Eco, an architectural object primarily denotes its practical 

function. "The object of use is, in its communicative capacity, the sign vehicle of a 

precisely and conventionally denoted meaning--the architectural object denotes a 'form of 

inhabitation. "'3 For example, a household fireplace denotes the heating function; a wall 

refers to a structural, enclosing function; a cave is primarily a shelter function; and a group 

of windows is applied for ventilation. 

Denotative meaning in architecture is supported by a system of established 

requirements, habits and expectations. For instance, to make a house practical and 

desirable, house elements incorporated by the designers should mean certain things and be 

used in certain ways which tally with culture and custom. If the designers defy the 

existing habits and define a window as an entrance or a stool as a washbasin, the users will 

not know how to live in such a house. Even the creation of a new element such as a 

novel form for a door, window or roof, should also contain hints that rely on comparable 

familiar forms in order to decode the function, otherwise the new form would be unknown 

or unrecognizable. 

Based on known codes, architectural objects provide primary and utilitarian 

functions of habitation. Christian Norberg-Schulz discusses this issue in his article 

3Umberto Eco, "Function and sign: The Semiotics of Architecture," in Sign, Symbols and 
Architecture, ed. by G. Broadbent, R. Bunt, and C. Jencks (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1980). 20. 
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"Meaning in Architecture." He points out that science takes care of denotative meaning, 

giving reality exact and objective descriptions. "Through abstraction and generalization it 

defines laws or objects which are ordered in logical systems. "4 

However, there is more to architectural meaning than this. In addition to its 

explicit meaning, the architectural object suggests a certain implicit meaning, architectural 

connotation. A household fireplace, for instance, besides its heating function connotes the 

symbolic and spiritual center of family life; a cave suggests the notion of security and 

warmth; and a group of windows can indicate a necessary architectural rhythm in the 

building's facade. Although from the semiotic point of view, the connotations are 

"founded on the denotation of the primary utilitas," and "may not be immediately 

identified with the 'functions' narrowly defined," they deserve our attentions because they 

satisfy people's psychological needs. 5 Similar to denotative meaning that avails itself of 

the existing processes of codification, connotation is identified by certain codes as well, 

such as: "vertical emphasis= elevation ofthe soul Godward or (the) contrast oflight 

streaming through great windows and naves in shadow = mysticism. "6 However, unlike 

denotation whose code is related to basic physical needs and is able to be interpreted 

unanimously by different cultures, connotative meaning represents its specialty because it 

"is founded on the cultural conventions and intellectual patrimony of given groups and 

given periods and determined by particular ideological perspectives with which they are 

1Christian Norberg-Schutz, "Meaning in Architecture" in Meaning in Architecture, ed. by 
Charles Jencks and George Baird (New York: George Braziller, 1969). 220. 

5Eco. 23. 

61bid .. 27. 



congruent."7 For example, a window, when defined as an opening in a building is the 

vehicle for admitting air and light, and is accepted as such by all educated people. 

However, to be able to understand that Gothic windows represent the effusion of sacred 

energy requires people to have Christian belief or knowledge. 

Connotative meaning is an integral element in culture and art, but not science. 

Norberg-Schutz points out that art is able to "concretize possible complexes of 

phenomena, that is (to produce) new combinations of known elements."8 Consequently, it 

directly expresses reality and may change one's existence. Culture is defined as a common 

order that is composed of information and education of an existing symbol-system. 

''Participation in a culture means that one knows how to use its common symbols. The 

culture integrates the single personality in an ordered world based upon meaningful 

interactions."9 "Only through such an order, only by recognizing their mutual dependence, 

do things become meaningful."10 Thus, the application of art and culture in an 

architectural object is able to satisfY people's psychological demands. Taking the entire 

conception of man into consideration, architecture, sharing both denotative and 

connotative meanings, ''would promote not only the control of natural forces but also 

understanding of the world and of the self, moral progress, the justice of institutions and 

h h . fh b . " 11 even t e appmess o uman emgs. 

71bid .. 26. 

xNorberg-Schulz, 220. 

91bid .. 221. 

101bid .. 223. 

11 Habermas. 3-15. 
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Figure 2.1. Philips Pavilion, designed by Iannis Xenakis in the office ofLe Corbusier, 
1958. 
Source: Charles Jencks and George Baird, Meaning in Architecture (New York: George 
Braziller, 1969). 

The image and form of the Philips Pavilion of the Brussels World Fair 

demonstrates this point of view (Figure 2.1). As an exhibition building, the primary 

purpose of the Philips Pavilion was to display the products of the Philips company, 

demonstrating "their capabilities in modem technology of lighting, electronics and so 

forth . " 12 If only denotative meaning had been considered in the design of this project, the 

designer, Iannis Xenakis, might have produced a cost-effective rectangular booth with 

basic entrance, exit and panels providing easy circulation for the public and sufficient 

space for display. The image of the Pavilion itself would not have been important. 

Xenakis, besides satisfying the functional requirement of the object in this design, intended 

also to connote symbolic meaning. According to this story, the Pavilion "rises steeply out 

-- --·--- ----------
12"Thc Philips Pavilion" in Iannis Xenakis (London: Kahng Averill, 1986 ). 110. 
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of the ground in a cluster of fantastic concrete tents which push against one another in 

oblique twisting movements, the curving surfaces of the walls continuing upwards without 

a break to form three peaks,"13 conveying the designer's intention of symbolizing the 

Pavilion "in its original meaning of a tent, a tent of phantast-magorical plasticity. " 14 

During the twentieth century, the project of modernity and the search for the 

universal have changed the intellectual character of architecture as a reflection of the 

disciplines of the humanities, because "in order to take part in modem civilization, it is 

necessary at the same time to take part in scientific, technical, and political rationality, 

something which very often requires the pure and simple abandon of a whole cultural 

past."15 In architecture, such functionalism has prevailed. Although not all of the 

twentieth-century functionalists are unconscious of culture and aesthetic factors, such as 

the case of the designer of the Philip Pavilion, the majority of architects appear to do away 

with connotative meaning. "The word 'architecture' was avoided because it reminded 

them of a time when building was considered an art. Instead of creating works of art, they 

wanted to explore the physical needs and functions of man, and the formal aesthetic of the 

past was replaced by 'clear construction' and honest materials."16 Consequently, "glass 

towers and slab-like apartment buildings dominate the city-scape."17 

131bid.. 109. 

14lbid., 112. 

15Paul Ricoeur, "Universal Civilization and National Cultures,'' in History and Truth, trans. 
Chas. A Kelbley (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1965). 276-7. 

16Norberg-Schulz, 215. 

11 Ibid .. 218. 
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At the level of functional meaning, the universal is easily achieved, and undeniably 

benefits the public. Functionalists provide pragmatic solutions to design. For example, 

they introduce conditioned air, artificial light and mechanical circulation systems to 

buildings and cities, and create a modem language that expresses the freedom from the 

mediaeval conception of the world. 18 But this is not enough. A certain sterility of the 

built form has resulted, unfortunately, in these types of solutions contributing to the 

destruction of the traditional culture with most architecture becoming merely objects of 

utility. The author believes that this situation is mainly due to a prevalent ignoring of 

connotative meaning devices being included in the processes of design and construction. 

The concept of the interpretation of meaning has been discussed in modem 

hermeneutics by Friedrich Schleiermacher and Wilhelm Dilthey. They allege that 

"understanding is closely associated with an immediate grasping of a foreign psychic life 

or with an emotional identification with a mental intention. " 19 Simply stated, only after 

rejoining the author's original intention and reference can one accomplish a correct 

understanding. For example, in order to understand the book Dream of the Red Chamber 

(one of the four most famous classic novels in China, according to Schleiermacher and 

Dilthey), one has to grasp "the religious, mythological, literary, and social conditions of 

the civilization to which this work belongs, the particular knowledge of the textual 

181bid., 216. 

19Paul Ricoeur, "The Model of the Text: Meaningful Action Considered as a Text" in 
Hermeneutics and the Human Sciences. ed. and trans. By John B. Thompson (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1981 ). 220. 
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tradition which the work illustrates," and even the author's personal overtones. 20 In this 

particular case, this refers to every detail of the psychic life in the Qing dynasty (1636-

1911 ), the characteristics of the writings in classical Chinese, and the biographical records 

of the author Xueqin Chao. 

A few scholars may be able to build up such knowledge through careful and 

assiduous scrutiny, and enable them to be close to the author's subjective intentions, but 

they will never be able to restore the exact depiction of Chinese life in the novel nor to 

identify the precise intentions of an author living several centuries ago. Even when 

readers encounter a literary work with an author of our time who depicts contemporary 

life, only a few who are able to communicate directly with the author can identify his exact 

intentions. Without the author's own explanation, the precise intention usually remains 

unknown. Consequently, Schleiermacher and Dilthey believe that a totally correct 

understanding of a text is impossible, even by scholars, not to mention ordinary readers 

who could not contribute their own experiences to a particular literary work. 

Similarly, functionalist architects follow this train of thought to support their own 

design theory. As it is impossible to tease out every subtle nuance of connotative meaning 

in an architect's design, they believe that it is much better to abandon the inclusion of 

connotative meaning altogether to allow the denotative meaning an unclouded field. With 

only denotative meaning remaining, modern architecture is a shadow of its former self, if 

not downright devoid of any meaning. If this situation is left unchanged, man eventually 

2'Rudolf Wittkower, "Interpretation of Visual Symbols" in Allegory and the Migration of 
Symbols (Boulder. Colorado: Westview Press. 1977). 178-179. 

10 



will become an "eternally expectant and disappointed suckling. "21 Furthermore, 

connotation in architecture, which once stimulated the cultural imagination of ordinary 

people, may be totally irretrievable. 

Obviously, the solution to the problems resulting from functionalism requires the 

reintegration of connotative meaning in architecture, but can modernity be maintained if 

we import connotation? One of the characteristics of modernity is the implication of the 

universal that is unquestionably easy to achieve at the functional level. If we introduce 

connotative meaning that is defined by specific ideology, culture and artistic traditions, can 

we simultaneously retain the universal? The author's hypothesis is that with the inclusion 

of connotation, universality can be achieved. 

In order to accomplish unequivocal universality requires inclusion from the outset 

of both denotative and connotative meaning in architecture in order to create an object 

that fulfills both utility and imagination. Based on functional meaning, one can satisfY 

physical needs; inspired by connotative meaning, and one, including the culturally 

detached observer, is able to achieve multiple interpretations. 

Ricoeur' s theory of text and text interpretation provides a suitable vehicle to 

support the author's hypothesis. The following section will examine further Ricoeur's 

theory to demonstrate how connotation in text is universally understood. Subsequently, 

the final section of this chapter will compare text with architecture seeking such parallels, 

and testing the possibility of the universal in architectural connotation. 

21 Norbcrg-Schulz. 219. 
II 



Ricoeur's Theory of Text 

The Characters of Spoken Discourse 

Ricoeur, a French philosopher of this century, took up hermeneutical 

phenomenology in an attempt to grapple with problems of modernity. 22 He starts his 

argument from the justification of the distinction between spoken and written language to 

clarify the characteristics of text. 

According to Ricoeur, both spoken and written language can be realized as 

discourse that is a "language-event or linguistic usage. "23 Discourse, in an oral form, 

displays the dialectic of event and meaning. The relationship can be described as "all 

discourse is realized as an event," and "all discourse is understood as meaning. "24 

As an event, spoken discourse has four features. First, it appears provisionally and 

at the present time. The event happens and vanishes. It cannot be fixed in living speech. 

Secondly, it is closely attached to its speaker, which permits the speaker to convey 

intention directly. Thus, there is no gap between what the speaker means and what the 

discourse means. Furthermore, it refers to a situation common to both the speaker and the 

listener. As an event, discourse always has its interlocutor, which makes a face to face 

communication possible. However, the fleeting event does not answer the question of 

what is said, which is discourse's destination. Now the meaning of discourse should be 

introduced here to answer this question. 

22John B. Thompson, Critical Hermeneutics: A Study in the Thought of Paul Ricoeur and Jurgen 
Habermas (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981 ). 36. 

23Ricoeur. Hermeneutics, 198. 

241bid .. 13-1-. 
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Ricoeur applies Austin and Searle's theory of speech-act to define the meaning of 

discourse on three plains. They are the level of the locutionary act, the level of the 

illocutionary act, and the level of the perlocutionary act. For example, a professor asks his 

student to go to his office. Here, the locutionary act is to relate the action (to go) to the 

professor's student (not any other person), and to his office (not any other place). Then, 

on the illocutionary level, the professor conveys to his student the act to go to his office 

through an order. The student has no choice between "to go" and "not to go." Finally, 

the student may feel nervous because of the professor's order, which causes the 

perlocutionary act. The above example clarifies the distinctions among these levels. In 

deed, in oral discourse, these actions exteriorise themselves by different means. It is the 

sentence proposition that achieves the exteriorisation of the locutionary act. It is the 

gestures and proper linguistic features surrounding the dialogue that exteriorise the 

illocutionary act. At last, the perlocutionary act is conveyed by direct impact on the 

moods and attitudes ofthe interlocutors. In spoken discourse, because of its event 

character that determines the speaker, the listener, and the situation, the meaning at the 

different levels can be identified and re-identified as having the same meaning. 

The Characters of Text 

Having investigated the notion of spoken discourse, let us examine what happens 

when spoken discourse is substituted for the written one. 

13 



The Fixation of the Action. As Ricoeur mentions in his article "Speaking and 

Writing," the first thing that happens in the change in communication from speaking to 

writing is the fixation of the action, which raises two questions. The first one is what can 

be fixed, the event, the meaning, or both? Ricoeur answers that only the three levels of 

meaning in speech, but not the event as an event, can be fixed. 

Using the above example, we can understand it clearly. During the process of 

writing down the professor's message asking his student to go to his office, what the 

professor asks his student to do (to go to his office), which mood he chooses (imperative 

voice), and what consequence he provokes (it makes the student nervous) can and should 

be fixed. Yet it is impossible and insignificant to fix the fact that the professor speaks to 

his student at a certain time, in a certain place. 

The second question is how to fix it. Fixation is to use inscriptions to replace "the 

immediate vocal, physiognomic, or gesture expression. "25 However, this is not merely an 

exchange of medium. It is the human thought that is directly brought to writing. 

Since the process of fixation, text, which is defined as "any discourse fixed by 

writing," replaces the human fact. 26 The features of spoken discourse no longer belong to 

text. Then what happens to text as a written event? The following paragraphs will focus 

on two other characteristics of text with writing. 

251bid .. 26. 

26Ibid .. 1~5. 
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The Autonomy of Text. Compared to the subjective feature of dialogue, text, after 

it is fixed by writing, is detached from its author. The author is not able to follow behind 

all the readers to explain his/her intentions. Thus, "the author's intention and the meaning 

of text cease to coincide. "27 The readers only encounter a silent text . What the text says 

matters more than what the author means. Text becomes an objective autonomy. 

The Openness of Text. Discourse is always about something. In other words, it 

always refers to a world. 

In spoken discourse, this world is limited to the situation common to the interlocutors, 

which means that the reference is ostensive. Yet, in written discourse, text is not only free 

from its author, but also from the limitation and visibility of the dialogue situation. It 

"does not only mirror its time, but it opens up a world that it bears within itself "28 

Projecting this open world, a text may exceed its social production's conditions, and 

develop new references and constitutes new 'worlds.' 

Moreover, discourse is always addressed to someone. In dialogue, the listeners 

are finite. The speakers always know to whom they are talking. However, written 

discourse exceeds the limits of face to face communication, and prepares for anyone who 

can read, and thus making multiple interpretations possible. 

271bid., 200. 

281bid .. 208. 
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The Significance ofT ext 

The characters of text have been displayed through the transformation from 

spoken to written discourse. What is the significance of text that escapes from its author, 

and opens up to a new world of infinite readers? Ricoeur points out that the characters of 

text are the significance of his hermeneutics: "the very work of interpretation reveals a 

profound intention, that of overcoming distance and cultural differences and of matching 

the reader to a text which has become foreign, thereby incorporating its meaning into the 

present comprehension a man is able to have of himself "29 That means text is accessible 

to culturally detached readers. The autonomous character allows foreigners to seek 

understanding based on the meaning of the text, not the author's original intention. The 

openness of a text provides opportunities for foreigners to rely on their references to make 

their own what were initially alien. To this degree, text interpretation makes the meaning 

intelligible to foreigners. Relying on meaningful multiple interpretations, they overcome 

their cultural distance to create a new world inspired by the original one now appropriate 

to their own settings. This actualizes the universal in the text. However, the universal 

here does not mean identical interpretations comprehended by outsiders and by the 

establishment, but interpretative achievement to the point of understanding. Foreigners 

have the right to comprehend an alien thing in their own way. Unlike Dilthey and 

Schleiermacher's theory that the authorial meaning and the reader's interpretation should 

be identical to achieve a correct understanding, Ricoeur' s theory of text raises 

29Jlaul Ricoeur, The Conflict of Interpretations: Essays in Hermeneutics (Evanston: 
Northwestern UniYcrsity Press. 1974 ). 4 
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meaningfulness to distinguish between original and new textual meaning. For Ricoeur, the 

interpreter's meaningfulness need not coincide with the original one, thus encouraging 

multiple interpretations. 

Issues in Text Interpretation 

The model of text indicates the possibility of meaningfulness. The question is how 

to achieve it. In Ricoeur's view, text interpretation begins from guess work. The 

necessity of guessing the meaning of a text is related to its autonomous character. With 

writing, the author's intention is fulfilled; at the same time abolished by the text. In front 

of a mute text, readers mainly have to guess to achieve understanding. 

With writing, a text reveals itself to its readers. Anyone who can read has the right 

to guess meaning through reading. There is always more than one way to interpret a text. 

Certainly, words can mean anything. However, this does not suggest that one should 

completely abolish the text and guess. Meaningfulness does not come from arbitrary 

interpretations but from the organization of the text, which should be intelligible to other 

readers for the purpose of communication. Guessing is "a limited field of possible 

constructions" that is based on the relationship among the text's parts and between the 

parts and the whole. 30 In other words, it is the logic of validation: "an argumentative 

discipline comparable to the juridical procedures used in legal interpretation, a logic of 

uncertainty and of qualitative probability. "31 

3Drucoeur, Hermeneutics, 213. 

31Paul Ricoeur, Interpretation Theory: Discourse and the Surolus of Meaning (Fort Worth. TX: 
The Texas Christian University Press, 1976). 78. 
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The Necessity of Authorial Meaning 

With writing, text is detached from its author. Furthermore, it is not necessary to 

return to the author's intention to achieve meaningfulness. This statement seems to imply 

that the original meaning is insignificant in text interpretation; but should it be abolished? 

The answer is: "No." To achieve meaningfulness, one needs the author's original intent. 

As discussed earlier, interpretations, though not required to coincide with the originals, 

are based on the organizations of text provided by the author in order to inspire the 

reader's interpretations. For example, if an original writing is used only as an illustration 

for a new product, like a stop sign, it provides an organization only to explain its function. 

The text, though autonomous, is unable to connote any symbolic meaning. Thus, to be 

meaningful is not merely related to the interpreter, but initially depends on the author. The 

author has the responsibility to provide organizations that can inspire appropriate 

interpretations. 

Can Architecture Be Considered as Text ? 

Ricoeur's theory explains the meaningfulness produced by culturally detached 

readers through examining the text. If architecture can be considered as text, it may also 

contain meaningfulness to achieve universal comprehension on the level of connotative 

meaning. Although architecture may not be equal to either spoken or written discourse, 

some ofRicoeur's textual terms do have a parallel to those in architecture. 
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Autonomy in Architecture 

The character of autonomy in text happens in architecture after its meaning has 

been fixed. During the process of design, architecture is controlled by the intentions of its 

designers and clients. Yet, once fulfilled, architecture, escaping the finite horizon lived by 

its creators, becomes autonomous. Detached from the creator, the original intentions in 

architecture are obscured. What architecture means is more important than what the 

architects mean. Like a word that stands for something intended by the author, but may 

refer to something else by the readers, the architects' intentions also cease to coincide with 

architectural meaning. The research of Linda Groat and David Canter concerning non-

architects' responses to being shown photographs of some famous buildings provides very 

good examples representing the autonomous character in architecture.32 One of the 

buildings used by Groat and Canter is Venturi & Rauch's Guild House (Figure 2.2). 

Compared to the architects' intention to refer the viewer to traditional brick row houses, 

some observers involved in the Groat and Canter's research considered the building as 

"transient housing or a motel with a sign like that. "33 The meaning of the Venturi & 

Rauchis Guild House is reflected by the presence of the building itself, not by the 

contribution of the designer's own physical and psychological presence. 

Philip Johnson's Glass House is another case studied by Groat and Canter. When 

faced with interpreting the typology of this building, the viewers assumed it "was a park 

3 ~ Linda Groat and David Canter, "Does Post-Modernism Communicate?" in Progressive 
Architecture. 12:79. 85-86. 

331bid .. 86. 
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pavilion or an information booth. "34 They never associated this glass box with any form of 

housing which was the architect's design intention. The viewers could only guess the 

meaning of this building from the hints produced by the building itself Interestingly 

enough, identifying the designer's original intention may change the viewer's opinion 

completely. In the case of Johnson's Glass House, almost all the observers reacted 

positively to it when they were first confronted with the building. After learning of the 

architect's original design intention, at least one reaction became negative: "Who would 

want to live in a glass house?"35 (Figure 2.3). Obviously, it is possible that architects often 

cannot save the meaning embedded in their design intentions following the completion of 

the building. 

Figure 2.2. Venturi & Rauch's Guild House. 
Source: Linda Groat and David Canter, "Does Post-Modernism Communicate?" in 
Progressive Architecture, 1979. 

34Ibid .. 85 . 

35Ibid .. 86. 
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Figure 2.3. The Johnston Glass House. 
Source: AlA Journey, 1975, May. 

Openness in Architecture 

Similarly to texts revealing their interpretations to those who can read, architecture 

opens up meaning to people who have occasion to visit or who view it through recording 

media such as photography. For example, the Schroder House at Utrecht (Figure 2.4) 

resulted from a programmatic dialogue between the designer G. T. Rietveld and his client 

Mrs. T. Schraver-Schroder, an interior designer. They understood why "there is a 

window seat outside a son's study," and why "there is a two-way cupboard for parcels 

delivery at the entrance." The building was the product of their "new philosophies oflife 

and living." For both it was "a perfect house for living in." 36 Yet, when this building was 

completed, these meanings ceased to be obvious except to the designer and his client. 

36 Geoffrey Broadbent, "Meaning into Architecture" in Meaning in Architecture, ed. by Charles 
Jencks and George Baird (New York: George Braziller. 1969). 72. 
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While the house was open to all who can see, viewers with dissimilar backgrounds 

produced multiple interpretations. In this case, unlike the designer and the client who 

considered the building a suitable home, others commented that it is "a machine for 

looking at. "37 

Figure 2. 4. Schroder House at Utrecht, G. Rietveld, 1923 . 
Source: Charles Jencks and George Baird, Meaning in Architecture (New York: George 
Braziller, 1969). 

Architectural meaning not only communicates with viewers, but also with 

situations. The original meaning can be realized in new context and as well creating new 

worlds. The Yuanming Yuan in Peking of China (Figures 2.5 and 2.6) is a good example 

supporting this notion. Originally a building of Chinese design, it underwent a remodeling 

in the European Baroque style. 

37Ibid .. 69-72. 
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Figure 2.5. Da Fa (Great Fountains) in Yuanming Yuan, near Peking. 
Engraving of 1786. 
Source: Maggie Keswick, The Chinese Garden (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1978). 

Figure 2.6. Remains of the Da Shui Fa as they are today. 
Source: Maggie Keswick, The Chinese Garden (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1978). 

The Baroque style originated in Europe though this does not mean that only 

Europeans can enjoy it; nor was this style restricted to Europe. "European Baroque" style 

extends beyond its particular situation and becomes available to the entire world, open to 

new interpretations. The Chinese Emperor, Qian Long, in the Qing dynasty, was familiar 

with this European style and turned it to his advantage when he applied it to his own 

garden, Yuanming Yuan, combining Baroque detailing with the Chinese original to create 
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a wonderful new world in the Emperor's garden. The results were appreciated by 

'foreigners,' in this case, the Chinese in their own land. It is true that European Baroque 

was re-interpreted by Chinese designers, and has many different characteristics compared 

to the original, but as long as these new characteristics result from a Chinese 

understanding of the subject, and acceptable to them, the new architecture is legible. And 

as a result, both culturally attached and detached viewers enjoy the same object, but, of 

course, in their own ways. 

Architectural Interpretation 

Like the relationship between the text and architecture, architectural interpretation 

also follows the matter of text interpretation. 

As the architect's original symbolic intention is often abolished when his building is 

erected, educated guessing becomes the only way to approach meaning. Most people, 

including the culturally divergent or historically uneducated, may not know much about 

architectural styles, specific symbols, or historic forces, but may appreciate them 

intuitively if they contain denotative and connotative meanings. Simply stated, 

architecture with significance generates a mental reaction. To achieve such universal 

understanding does not necessarily mean that guesses must coincide with original 

meaning, but that the symbolic content can be interpreted non-arbitrarily and appreciated 

in a way acceptable at any level of scholarly discourse. 

Among the non-arbitrary and arbitrary guesses are superior and inferior ones, 

depending on how closely these guesses relate to both the parts and the whole of the 



architecture under observation, and the educational and cultural backgrounds of the 

viewers. Architects can play an important role in the interpretation process, for it is only 

when they have assigned sufficient connotative meaning to their projects that people can 

begin to penetrate the signs, to make connections with their own points of reference in 

order to produce their own meaningful interpretations. If a building has only functional 

meaning, interpreters will lack sufficient contextual elements to guess meaning; 

understanding at the level of connotative meaning becomes difficult if not impossible. 

In conclusion, architecture can be considered as a text that represents autonomy 

and openness. These two aspects make meaning cogent even to foreigners, particularly at 

the connotative level. Architects should carefully put both denotative and connotative 

meaning into their architecture. The way to assign both denotative and connotative 

meanings will be discussed in subsequent chapters. 
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CHAPTER III 

MEANING IN A CIDNESE GARDEN 

The previous chapter established the theoretical basis of this thesis. Examples are 

included to explain and support it, but they are fragmentary. The following chapter will 

focus in depth on one subject, Chinese gardens, to further test the hypothesis. Suzhou, a 

city of Jiangsu province in the southeast of China, has been selected as the research area 

for this architectural thesis. "The Suzhou gardens are celebrated not only as being the 

most beautiful and distinctive but also as representing most clearly the ideas of Chinese 

garden design."38 From among the hundred or so surviving gardens in this city, the three 

most celebrated gardens, the Zhuozheng Yuan, the Wangshi Yuan, and the Liu Yuan have 

been selected to illustrate how successful Chinese garden makers assigned both functional 

and connotative meanings to their gardens to make them shine at the intellectual level of 

other disciplines in the humanities. 

Introduction of the Research Area 

Before examining meaning in Chinese gardens, it is necessary to give Suzhou and 

the three selected gardens a short introduction. 

38Frances Ya-sing Tsu, Landscape Design in Chinese Gardens (New York: McGraw-Hill Book 
Company. 1988). 38. 
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Suzhou 

Suzhou is located in the south of Jiangsu, a province in the southeast of China. It 

is located near the eastern side of Lake Tai, a large lake 80 kilometers in length, and the 

source of the limestone dominating the southern gardens. Besides Lake Tai, an extensive 

network of rivers and lakes spreading northeast of the city irrigates the land and provides 

the principal means of transportation for the region. In terms of weather conditions, 

Suzhou has a mild climate and abundant rainfall favorable to agriculture, receiving over 

sixty inches per year. In addition, a rang of hills, including the famous Tiger Hill, lying to 

the northwest between Lake Tai and the city, enhances the beauty of Suzhou. 

As one of the oldest cities in the Yangzi delta, Suzhou was founded in the sixth 

century BC as the capital of the chieftain He, Lu 's state. In 315 BC, it became part of the 

largest southern state, Chu. Since the unity of China in the Qin dynasty (221-206 BC}, it 

has been an important agricultural base in the south. Before the end of the Northern Song 

dynasty (AD 960-1127), Suzhou was not paid great attention because the political and 

economical centers were located in the north. 

The construction of the Grant River, a 1687 mile long channel built in the Sui 

dynasty (AD 581-618}, facilitated more easy communication between the north and the 

south. Later, through the establishment of the capital of the Southern Song dynasty (AD 

1127-1279) in Hangzhou, development accelerated in the south. Suzhou, impacted by this 

change of capital site nearby, expanded, reaching the size that it is today. In the Ming 

dynasty (AD 1368-1644), education there also reached its zenith. It was said that 

everyone was a scholar and calligrapher in Suzhou . 
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"From the point of view of garden-making conditions in cities like Suzhou were 

near perfect. "39 The favorable geographical and climate environments provided 

possibilities for the development of gardens. The high level of education was a great 

influence on the overall quality ofthese flourishing gardens (Figures 3.1 to 3.3). 

Figure 3. 1. The map of China. 
Source: Frances Ya-sing Tsu, Landscape Design in Chinese Gardens (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1988). 

39 Stewart R. Johnston, Scholar Gardens of China: A Study and Analysis of the Spatial Dcs1gn of 
the Chinese Private Garden (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1991). 20. 
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Figure 3020 The map of Suzhou 
Source: Steward Ro Johnston, Scholar Gardens of China: A Study and Analysis of the 
Spatial Design of the Chinese Private Garden (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1991)0 

Figure 3 0 3 0 The Grant River at Suzhouo 
Source: Edwin, T. The Gardens of China (New York: Charles Scribner' s Son, 1983) 0 
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The Wangshi Yuan Garden 

The Wangshi Yuan, covering almost exactly one acre, and lying in the southern 

part of the city, is the smallest of the Suzhou gardens. It was first laid out in AD 1140, 

and initially named Wanjuan Tang (Hall ofTen Thousand Books) as the home of Shi, 

Zhenglong, a retired high official of Yangzhou in the Song court. Unbelievably after Shi 's 

death, the garden was untouched for over six hundred years until 1770 when it was 

restored by Song, Zongyuan, a government official in the Qing dynasty (1706-1821), who 

named the garden Wangshi Yuan to express his pursuit of the rural life style. Following 

Song Zongyuan 's death, the garden passed through many hands until 1958, when it was 

taken over by the city authorities. After being scrupulously restored and renovated by the 

government, the garden opened to the general public. 

The Wangshi Yuan consists of three sections: the residence to the east; the garden 

in the center; and the inner courtyard in the northwestern comer. The site is small but 

exquisitely used. According to Chen, Congzhou, a famous landscape architect in China, 

The Wangshi Yuan is a perfect example of the small gardens in the Suzhou style. 
It skillfully follows the principle of 'contrast and interdependence of artificial rock 
formations and buildings,' and avoids the false use of boat-like structures, large 
bridges or large hills ... .It has the right number of buildings all done on a small 
scale. This is the correct pattern of a small garden. 40 (Figure 3. 4) 

The Liu Yuan Garden 

The Liu Yuan is located outside Suzhou's Beicheng Gate in the north-eastern part 

of the city. It ranks as one of the largest of the Suzhou gardens, about ten acres, and is 

1"Johnston. 123. 
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one of the four gardens that are listed as national monuments (the others are: the 

Zhuozheng Yuan, the New Summer Palace in Beijing, and the Park at Rehe). 

The Liu Yuan was founded in AD 1522 by Xu, Shitai, a civil servant in charge of 

the Emperor's horses and carriages. After his death, the garden changed ownership 

frequently and fell into neglect until the Jiaqing reign of the Qing dynasty when an official 

named Liu, Jungfeng decided to reconstruct it. From then on the garden was called 

"Liu 's Garden." In the Guangxu period ofthe Qing dynasty (1876), the garden was sold 

to the Sheng Family. The new owner renamed the garden through the use of a different 

Chinese character with the same pronunciation. The new character, instead of being a 

family name, can be construed as ' lingering in the garden.' It was the Sheng family that 

expanded the garden to its present size. 

The Liu Yuan consists of three sections: the central, east and west. The hills and 

ponds in the central part are the focal points of the entire garden. The eastern section 

contain massive buildings. The western part is mainly composed of hills and woods. The 

main features of the design of the Liu Yuan are its relationship between exterior and 

interior space, and its linear sequence (Figure 3.5). 

The Zhuozheng Yuan Garden 

The famous Zhuozheng Yuan, covering ten acres, the size of the Liu Yuan, is 

located in the north-eastern part of Suzhou . "To the Chinese way of thinking it is one of 

the most beautiful of all the gardens that remain in China. "
41 

41 Maggie Keswick, The Chinese garden (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1978). 111. 
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Jing, Pu (also known as Wang, Xianchen), on resigning from his post as a censor, 

first laid out the garden in the early sixteenth century. His son lost the family garden to 

gambling debts, and it went from hand to hand. First, the garden was occupied by the Xu 

and Zhen families . In AD 1679, the civil administration took over it. In 1742, the garden 

was sold to a new owner Qiang, who renamed it Fu Yuan. During the Taiping Rebellion 

in the nineteenth century, the commander Li, Xiucheng, made the garden his headquarters, 

and thus avoided being destroyed. Later, it became a school. After the Liberation in 

1949, it was restored and opened to the public in 1952. 

That Zhuozheng Yuan stands out among other gardens is due to its association 

with famous painters. When the garden was first built in the Ming dynasty, the design was 

impacted by the famous wen-ren artist (the scholar-gentleman-amateur artist), Wen, 

Cheng-ming who constructed a rustic place for the scholar. Though the Zhuozheng Yuan 

was laid out inside the city walls, it was designed as a country villa. The design stressed 

the natural beauty of the ponds and plants with few architectural structures. Later, 

another painter, Chiu, Ying (AD 1510-1551) introduced the elaborate garden tradition of 

working elegant details into the old garden and thereby changed its style. Fanciful 

gazebos, formal halls, twisting galleries, and various courtyards were built to replace 

simple thatched pavilions and rustic lodges. Now, the Zhuozheng Yuan is ''famous for its 

fine workmanship, for its complex succession of views and its elaborate elegance. "
42 

It 

becomes one ofthe best surviving examples ofthe elaborate garden (Figure 3.6). 

42 lbid .. 112. 
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1. Gate 2. Cloud ladder chamber 3. Five-peak studio -1-. Appreciating paintings attic 
5. Void-collecting studio 6. Watching pines and appreciating painting studio 
7. Late spring studio 8. A branch beyond the bamboo studio 9. Duck-shooting gallery 
10. Grace-gathering mansion 11. Main hall 12. Sedan hall 
13. Main entrance 14. Plain stone bridge 15. Greenery fountain 
16. Moon-arriving and wind-corning pavilion 17. Cool fountain pavilion 18. Greenhouse 
19. Water pavilion for washing headgear string 20. Stick to peace hall 21. Music chamber 
22. Small hill with osmanthus groves studio 23. Arched bridge 2-1- . Nursery 

Figure 3.4. The plan ofthe Wangshi Yuan. 
Source: Frances Ya-sing Tsu, Landscape Design in Chinese Gardens (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1988). 
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I. Entrance 2. Crisscrossing ancient tree branches court 3. Green shade, water pavilion 
4. Bridge zither mansion 5. Greenery mountain house 6. Terrace 7. Another world 
8. Lively region, hall 9. Pavilion for free whistling 10. Utmost joy pavilion 
II . Osmanthus fragrance-smelling studio 12. Distance green tower 
13 . Pavilion for fine days, happy rains, and delightful snow 14. Crest-cloud terrace 
15. Crest-cloud mansion 16. Crest-cloud pavilion 17. Crest-cloud peak 
18. Emerging-cloud peak 19. Blessing-cloud peak 20. Cloud-washing pond 
21. Awaiting-the-clouds hut 22. Respectables of the forests and fountain hall 
23. Place returned to me for study, studio 24. Bowing-to-the peak studio 
25. Viewing in repose, gallery 26. Hut in the stone forest 27. Home of cranes 
28. Five-peak immortal hall 29. Place for obtaining rope to draw from antiquity 
30. Waterside hall of fresh breezes 31. West mansion 
32. Meandering-stream mansion 33 . Moated pavilion 3~ . Wisteria trellis 
35. Little immortal island 36. Satisfaction pavilion 37. Another village 38. Greenhouse 

Figure 3. 5. The plan of the Liu Yuan. 
Source: Frances Y a-sing Tsu, Landscape Design in Chinese Gardens (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1988). 
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1. Linger and listen tower 2. Pagoda reflection pavilion 3. Floating green tower 
-1- . Thirty-six mandarin ducks hall 5. Leading to a new world, pavilion 6. Reflection mansion 
7. Whom I sit with studio, pavilion 8. Dual-delight pavilion 9. Magnolia hall 
10. Mountain view mansion 11 . Willow-shaded winding path, walking gallery 
12. Fragrant island, boatlike house 13. Truth-winning pavilion 
14. Pure will and far-reaching mind, studio 15. Little surging wave, enclosed water pavilion 16. 
Little flying rainbow. roofed bridge 17. Pines and breezes pavilion 
18. Lotus breezes from all sides pavilion 19. Leaningjade studio 20. Terrace 
21. Distance fragrance hall 22. Gate hall 23 . Fragrant snow and azure sky pavilion 
2-1- . North hill pavilion 25. Green ripple pavilion 26. Dwelling amidst parasol trees and bamboos, 
pavilion 27. Spring home of begonia 28. Dainty hall 
29. Honored guest pavilion 30. Listening to the rain studio, pavilion 
31. Embroidery pavilion 32. Leaning to the rainbow, gate 33. Loquat garden 
34. Entry 35. Bamboo hat pavilion 

Figure 3.6. The plan of the Zhuozheng Yuan . 
Source: Frances Y a-sing Tsu, Landscape Design in Chinese Gardens (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1988). 
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Meaning in a Chinese Garden 

Denotative Meaning in a Chinese Garden 

In China, almost all the surviving gardens were built by the owners themselves. 

Although they were not professionals, these amateur builders clearly understood the 

necessity of function in design. As places for daily activities, these gardens had at least to 

satisfy the needs of habitation, otherwise, in a less convenient environment, how could one 

enjoy life? 

During the gradual development of garden design, these amateurs accumulated 

much experience, and functional meanings were clearly established in their gardens. The 

orientation of buildings is not random, but is in accordance with environmental conditions. 

In southern China the southeastern orientation of the gardens provides the most solar 

radiation in winter and the best natural ventilation in summer. It is, therefore, the most 

favorable orientation for physical needs. Thus, appropriate orientation is usually utilized. 

All the main buildings, including ting and tang (living spaces) in gardens are orientated 

southeasterly so as to enjoy the natural conditions. In addition, though a curved roof may 

be appreciated as one of the most decorative forms in a garden, its form is due primarily to 

functional requirements (Figure 3.7). In a description of its functions, Frances Ya-sing 

Tsu writes: 

The deep cantilever of the eaves provides adequate shelter from rain and scorching 
summer sun; the upturning allows the slanting winter sunlight to penetrate the 
building. Besides, as no gutter is provides in traditional Chinese architecture, 
upturning of the eaves also functions to thrust the rain further away from the 
building and thus avoid unpleasant and damaging splashing on the timber 
structure. 43 

43Tsu. 75-76. 
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Besides the man-made elements, all the natural components, such as water and 

plants, also play functional roles. Water in gardens can modify temperatures in summer by 

absorbing heat. In winter, it provides surface movement for serene scenes as it never 

freezes in southern China. Plants can also adjust the micro-climate. In winter, sunlight 

penetrates through the branches of deciduous trees into garden interiors; in summer, broad 

leafed trees, such as Wutong trees, screen out strong sunshine. In addition, plants can also 

block the city's noise, and enhance views within the gardens. To cultivate plants, the 

owners arranged them by their native conditions to fit their particular living patterns. For 

example, cold-resistant plants such as bamboo, glossy privet, and begonia are placed in the 

shade of walls or along one side of a building. In contrast, Chinese flowering apple, 

Japanese aralia, and bull bay are located on the sunny side of walls to better fit the natural 

conditions of their growth. 

Figure 3.7. The buildings around a central pond in the Wangshi Yuan. 
Source: I. Yoshikawa, Chinese Gardens (Toppan Printing, Co., Ltd., 1990). 
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Furthermore, the garden makers also considered economic factors. Local 

materials are the first choice for garden constructions. The stone used in these three 

gardens is mainly limestone from Lake Tai. The original manipulations of hills and rocks 

on the sites also show the consideration of the balance between fill and cut to save labor. 

The traditional post-and beam timber structure is applied to garden buildings 

because of the abundance of trees in the south. Even waste material, such as broken 

pieces ofbricks and curved roof tiles are used for pavements. 

From the very beginning, Chinese garden makers noticed the importance of 

addressing the physical needs of the users. After hundreds of years of cultivation, through 

the use of native wisdom gained through trial and error, these gardens successfully 

answered the question of what one should do to create a physically reasonable, 

comfortable and visually delightful environment. 

Connotative Meaning in a Chinese Garden 

If it is to be considered as a part of the humanities, every architectural form must 

contain both functional and connotative meanings. The same applies to Chinese gardens. 

The functional aspect cannot explain why a single stone with pitted holes is chosen to be 

displayed; why watercourses are curved; why plaques bearing inscriptions or titles are 

hung over gateways. Many details represented in Chinese gardens extend beyond their 

function to cerebral concerns. The connotative meanings established through the influence 

of Chinese ideology and aesthetic traditions include philosophy, painting and poetry. 
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The Influence of Confucianism on a Chinese Garden. Confucianism, founded by 

Confucius who lived in the Spring and Autumn period (770-476 BC}, was considered a 

dominant philosophy by the governors until the fall of the Qing dynasty in I 911 (Figure 

3.8). Confucianism impacted all aspects of Chinese cultural and political systems. 

According to Suzuki, ''Whatever influence might have been exercised by other scholars 

upon Chinese culture, modes of thinking, and social life, they were all outvied by 

Confucianism. "44 Confucius emphasized enthusiasm for learning and the ethical 

importance of ritual in both private and political lives. It could be learned in a dialogue in 

his book Lunvu {Analects). 

Ch 'en Kang asked the son of Confucius, Po-yu, "Have you been given any kind 
of special instruction?" "No," he replied. "Once when my father was standing 
alone, I moved quickly and deferentially across the courtyard. He addressed me, 
saying, 'Have you learned the Songs?' I replied 'no,' to which he remarked, 'If 
you do not learn the Songs, you will not have the means to speak.' I deferentially 
took my leave and learned the Songs. 

On another day when he was again standing alone, I moved quickly and 
deferentially across the courtyard. He again, addressed me, saying, 'Have you 
learned the Rituals?' I replied 'no,' to which he remarked, ' Ifyou do not learn the 
Rituals, you will not have the means to take a stance.' I deferentially took my 
leave and learned the Rituals. What I have learned, then, are these two things. "45 

During the Han dynasty (206 BC-AD 220}, intelligent and capable people were 

recommended for official positions instead being appointed because of family pedigree. 

Later, in the Tang dynasty (AD 618-907}, a strict state examination system was 

established to select talents. Literacy was the gateway to achieve high positions, 

440. T. Suzuki, A BriefHistory of Early Chinese Philosophy (London: Probsthain & Co. London 
W. G., 191~) . -llJ . 

45David L. Hall and Roger TAmes, Thinking Through Confucius (New York: State University 
ofNew York Press. 1987). 85. 
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reputation and wealth. Knowledge of The Book of Songs, a collection of300 songs 

chosen from three thousand songs in the archives of the feudal courts and an essential 

element in Confucius' curriculum, was a stepping-stone to becoming a scholar. It served 

several purposes. 

It is a repository of cultural values that can be learned by succeeding generations .... 
As a work of art, it encourages refinement and aesthetic sensitivity. It is a source 
of vocabulary that can serve to improve oral and written skills and to provide a 
richer medium for organizing and articulating the human experience. 46 

Here, Confucius emphasized the importance of learning. As he said in the first lines of his 

book, Analects, "There is no joy that can compare with learning, and in going over what 

one has leamed."47 Only after learning could one reflect upon and realize the world, and 

also have the means to speak. However, this step only fulfilled one's self-cultivation. 

In the Chinese tradition, the purpose of learning and education was not only to 

cultivate the mental and moral faculties, but also to pursue an official position with the 

government. In other words, they were required to have an important stance in society. 

Learning the Rituals was an efficient way to achieve this end, for it taught how to make 

interpersonal communications, such as the relationship of ruler to subject, parent to child, 

husband to wife, brother to brother, and friend to friend . For Confucius, a natural and 

healthy person must be able to integrate with all social structures. Family was the basic 

cell of these structures. Social organizations were nothing more than a vast family 

46Ibid .. 63 . 

47Edwin. T. Morris, The Gardens of China: Historv. Art, and Meanings (New York: Charles 
Scribner's Son. 1983). 67. 
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ordered by a system of roles. To play a role was to follow the rituals, a social and natural 

order. If each component fulfilled his or her role, society was in harmony. 

Figure 3.8. The portrait of Confucius 
Source: Hu, Dongchu, The way of Virtuous (China: New World Press, 1991). 

Learning The Songs and The Rituals had two major impacts on the development of 

Chinese gardens. The first is that the masters of gardens were mainly both scholars and 

officials, for only after becoming a scholar could one become an official, and only after 

being appointed an official could one have sufficient wealth to build a garden. Indeed, the 

owners of the Zhuozheng Yuan, the Wangshi Yuan, and the Liu Yuan gardens were all 

scholarly officials. The unique character of Chinese gardens is that it was not architects 

but the scholars themselves who built gardens. A strong intellectual education in the 

literature and art determined that these Chinese gardens are the embodiment of both 

natural beauty and the culture. 
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Second in their official capacity, these officials were certainly versed in and abided 

by the strict system of rituals in effect. The gardens were not planned initially only for 

pleasure but to accommodate several generations under one roof The family concept and 

the hierarchical regulations can be learned from the layouts of the gardens, as can be seen 

in the Wangshi Yuan (Figures 3.4 and 3.9). The layout of its residential part on the 

southeastern corner, formal and symmetrical, reflects Confucian' s rigid and hierarchical 

conception of social organization. Furthermore, 'order' also dictates the entire garden 

layout. Here, the Zhuozheng Yuan is a good example. The scenery was logically planned 

to keep control and provide connection in a rectangular site. 

The northeast corner of the garden has a courtyard area, the southwest a water
courtyard area, the northwest a pond with covered walkways and buildings 
surrounding it, and man-made hill with a pond and two small islands upon which 
are trees and pavilions. Each scenic area works in concert with Yuan Xiang Hall 
(21 in Figure 3.6) in the center of the garden.48 (Figures 3.6 and 3.10) 

Figure 3.9. The interior ofthe Wangshi Yuan. 
Source: Hu, Dongchu, The Way of the Virtuous: The Influence of Art and Philosophy on 
Chinese Garden Design (China: New World Press, 1991). 

48Dongchu Hu. The Way of the Virtuous: The Influence of Art and Philosophy on Chinese 
Garden Design (China: New World Press. 1990). 74 . 
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Figure 3.10. The Yuanxiang Hall in the Zhuozheng Yuan. 
Source: Hu, Dongchu. 

Besides its ethical character, Confucianism also emphasized the moral principles. 

Confucius declared that "ren," authoritative humanity, the primary altruistic instinct of a 

man, was "the foundation of society and the road to all human virtues."49 "Jing," 

reverence, and "cheng," sincerity, were the means to reach the pinnacle of"ren." This 

notion indicated that an official should be kindhearted, unselfish, self-restrained, and 

sincere. Confucius further established the image of the superior man who possessed all of 

the above virtues. In Figure 3. 11 , the lotus shown is popular in Chinese gardens not only 

because it can decorate lakes but also because it is a Confucian symbol of the superior 

man. Chou, Tun-i , a famous eleventh century scholar described this in his prose poem, 

"Ai Lien Shuo ": 

It emerges from muddy dirt but is not contaminated; it reposes modestly above the 
clear water; hollow inside and straight outside, its stems do not struggle or branch. 
Its subtle perfume pervades the air far and wide. Resting there with its radiant 
purity, the lotus is something to be appreciated from a distance, not profaned by 
. . h 50 mttmate approac . 

49Suzuki, 51. 

5°Keswick, 177. 



Here, Chou, Tun-i rendered a personality to the lotus and regarded it as a symbol of good 

virtue, required of all officials at that time. "The love of flowers is an ancient passion 

among the Chinese, and this is hardly a surprise; among all the flowery regions of the 

world it would be hard to find one to match China in the richness and diversity of its 

natural flora ."
51 

However, the range of species in Chinese garden are scarce. The reason 

is that only those that have been specifically valued as symbols of ideals and moral 

qualities can be planted there. 

Figure 3. 11 . The lotus lake in Zhuozheng Yuan. 
Source: Maggie Keswick, The Chinese Garden (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1978). 

Confucius appreciated the fact that mountains and streams as "natural phenomena 

could inspire one to better moral behavior."52 He suggested metaphorically: 

Those who realize the world (that is, the wise) enjoy water; those who have 
authoritative humanity (ren) enjoy mountains. Those who realize the world are 
active; those who are authoritative as persons are still. Those who realize the 
world find enjoyment; those who are authoritative as persons are long-lived. 53 

51 Ibid., 17~ . 

53 Hall and Ames. 53. 



In this passage, Confucius symbolically connected the wise man with water because of his 

flexibility, and the authoritative person with a mountain for its stability. Like a natural 

scene that is beautiful by having both mountains and streams, a complete person should 

have both wisdom and an authoritative humanity. From then on, stones (mountains) and 

ponds (streams) became two essential elements in Chinese gardens. 

The Influence of Daoism on a Chinese Garden. Though Confucianism is 

considered the primary Chinese philosophy and ethics, there are other philosophical 

schools that deeply affected the development of Chinese gardens. Among them, Daoism, 

was the first. If, in Chinese gardens, the order and the sequence were inspired from 

Confucian's ethical and moral principles, the natural elements were stressed by Lao-tze 

( 5 51-4 71 BC), the supposed founder of Daoism and a contemporary of Confucius, and his 

disciple Chwang-tze (399-295 BC). 

Both the Confucians and Daoists consider man belongs to the world. Yet, their 

theory is different. To the Confucians, "an isolated individual means that some disaster 

has occurred. "54 They propagate the importance of society and advocate altruism. 

However, the Daoists think in a different way. 

There was once a strange sea bird visiting the garden of the Duke of Lu. He was 
pleased with it, and had it brought to his court, where he fed it with all the 
delicacies his culinary department could furnish, and entertained with the most 
beautiful music by his court players. But the bird was sad, it neither drank nor ate, 
and after three days it died. Now, explains Chwang-tze, ''Why did not the fool 

54 Chao Hansen. A Daoist Theorv of Chinese Thought: A Philosophical Interpretation (New 
York. Oxford: Oxford Univcrsit)· Press, 1992). 60. 



feed the bird with things it naturally feeds on, instead of those horrible 
concoctions?"55 

This story represents Daoism thought that "each individual mind has its own 

idiosyncrasy." They emphasize egotism. They insist in giving man his innate freedom to 

act as he feels, and "letting things follow their own natural bent without any interference 

from outside."56 To the Daoists, rituals are the restrictive rules and formalities that must 

be abandoned. 

Restricted by the society and family rules of etiquette, officials and literati sought 

means to relieve their stresses, especially after the collapse of the Han dynasty in AD 220, 

and a corresponding loss of faith in Confucian values. At that time, they began to refer to 

Daoism, which provided new guidelines for their private lives. Thus, many officials and 

literati lived "a Confucian outward life and a Daoist private life. "57 

The Daoists, admiring natural scenery, enjoyed rambling in mountains and along 

streams. To those who could not go there, they built natural elements in their gardens to 

enjoy nature vicariously. Stones are given meanings. "The subjects of these art works 

might appear to be imaginative creations, but anyone who has toured among the 

fascinating ranges of scenic mountains in the vast territories of the country would vouch 

for their authenticity."58 The Daoist's inspiration is stimulated from the diversity of 

magnificent natural landscape views in China. For example, as displayed in Figure 3.12, 

55Suzuki. 37. 

561bid .. 36. 

57Hu. 18. 

58Tsu, 3. 
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lingering in the Liu Yuan, one may easily connect its stones with the actual Stone Forest in 

Yunnan province (Figure 3.13). 

Though the Daoists love nature, they do not simply copy the objects of nature. 

They believe that beauty is not absolute. For example, mountains are wonderful; yet, if 

they are completely imitated in gardens, they will overwhelm viewers. Therefore, the 

Daoists depict nature's beauty "not with a naive imitation of realism but by recreating the 

essence of nature. "59 For example, a rockery arch spanning the watercourse in the 

Zhuozheng Yuan (Figure 3. 14) reminds one of the similar scenery in Tiger Hill in Jiangshu 

province (Figure 3 .15), but is appropriately scaled. 60 

Figure 3.12. The stones in the Liu Yuan. 
Source: Chung, Wahnan, The Art of Chinese Gardens (Hong Kong: Hong Kong 
University Press, 1982). 

591bid., 5. 

60 Wahnan Chung. The Art of Chinese Gardens (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press. 
1982). 183. 
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Figure 3.13 . Stone Forest in Yunnan. 
Source: Chung, Wahnan, The Art of Chinese Gardens (Hong Kong: Hong Kong 
University Press, 1982). 

Figure 3. 14. A rockery arch spanning the watercourse in the Zhuozheng Yuan . 
Source: Frances Ya-sing Tsu. 
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Figure 3. 15. Tiger Hill in Suzhou . 
Source: Chung, Wahnan. 

The single stone is another case. "One can learn the strength and firmness of a 

mountain from a single stone; the stone peaks of a ridge can symbolize the might and 

power of a mountainous terrain."61 This experience can be expressed in Figure 3.12. 

Moreover, most stones in southern gardens are selected from Lake Tai, not only for their 

association with natural shapes but also for the natural power contained. The seemingly 

static stones implicate tremendous natural power by their weathered bodies and pitted 

surfaces. 

Not only stones, but also ponds are assigned meanings by the Daoists. For them, 

natural beauty is always asymmetrical. Water manipulation follows this idea. The pond in 

the Zhuozheng Yuan (Figure 3.16) is a wonderful example.62 The irregular shaped body of 

water is defined and adorned by stones and plants, which expresses a rural atmosphere. 

61 Hu. 17. 

1
'
2Chung. 132. 



This scene originates from nature. A comparison of the ponds in the Zhuozheng Yuan and 

Xi Hu (West Lake) in Hangzhou of Zhejiang province (Figure 3.17) reveals their evident 

analogy. 

Figure 3.16. A pond in the Zhuozheng Yuan . 
Source: Chung, Wahnan, The Art of Chinese Garden (Hong Kong: Hong Kong 
University Press, 1982). 

Figure 3.17. Xihu (West Lake) in Hangzhou . 
Source: Chung, W ahnan, The Art of Chinese Garden (Hong Kong: Hong Kong 
University Press, 1982). 
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Water also reflects another important Daoism thought, "emptiness." "An empty 

object was not understood to be void; it was brimming with endless creative possibilities, 

its potential uses were inexhaustible. "63 Most gardens are "empty" at their core through 

the use of ponds. The Wangshi Yuan is such a case (Figure 3.18). The emptiness 

generated by a pool of water seems to be a hole surrounded by buildings. Yet, it is this 

hole that holds the entire reflections of plants, buildings, stones and sky. Water is the 

garden' s eye that watches the changes of seasons, the vicissitude oflife, and the dynasty' s 

ups and downs. 

Not only bodies of water but also windows, doors, and holes in stones embody the 

function of "emptiness" (Figures 3.19 and 3 .20). Lao-tze pointed out this notion in the 

Dao De Jing, ''We shape clay into an urn. It is the empty void that makes it useful. We 

form doors and windows for a house. It is through these empty voids that the house 

becomes useful. "64 

Figure 3.18. The central pond in the Wangshi Yuan. 
Source: I. Yoshikawa, Chinese Gardens (Top pan Printing, Co. , 1990). 

63Hu, 15. 

64Chung. l·B . 
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Figure 3.19. A flower window in the Liu Yuan. 
Source: Chung, Wahnan. 

Figure 3.20. A moon gate in the Liu Yuan. 

Source: Chung, Wahnan. 
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Besides stones and ponds, another natural element, plants are assigned meanings. 

The Dao (the Way) is a key term for the Daoist. "The Great Dao flows everywhere; it 

may go left or right. The ten thousand things rely upon it and spring to life; it does not 

refuse them. It creates but does not boast, clothing and feeling all things, but not acting as 

overload."65 To the Daoist, the Dao is the natural world itself Only through "an intense 

study of the natural world, synchronizing one's own rhythm to the pulse of the seasons 

and to the flow of things," can one identify this spontaneous and imperceptible Dao.66 In 

gardens, the concept of the Dao is assigned to plants. For example, pines growing at the 

foot of mountain slopes, moistened by streams, connote the force of the Dao by their 

zigzagging trunks. Plum blossom (Prunes mume) opening in the cold and barren season 

also indicates this spirit. The riot ofbloom that follows represents the power of life and 

the rebirth of spring. 

''Daoist thought upheld nature, proposing a 'return to the simple and the real,' a 

string to retain the natural form. Alterations by man were permissible, but they must not 

show any signs of having been crafted. Even what was obviously created by man had to 

appear natural and real. "67 This philosophical maxim provides guidelines on dealing with 

man-made elements in Chinese gardens. The artifacts, such as walls, walking galleries 

(lang), and pavilions (ting), though sculpted and carved by man, must appear to be 

naturally formed. Thus, walls curve freely, abolishing the ordinary rigidity of right-angled 

65Edwin T. Morris. The Gardens of China (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1983). 31. 

66Morris, 32. 

67 Hu. 10. 
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structures (Figure 3.21). Walking galleries, undulating with contours, become links 

between garden buildings and natural elements (Figure 3.22). Pavilions, small in size and 

varied in form, are wide open to blend with the naturalistic landscape (Figure 3.23). 

Furthermore, fang is created to remind one of pleasure on the water by imitating the 

image of a boat (Figure 3.24). Even the materials, colors, and patterns ofthe pavements 

are associated with natural sources. Garden makers, coordinating man-made elements 

with natural scenery, created harmony in Chinese gardens. 

In terms of garden aesthetics, both the Confucians and Daoists apply the theory of 

dualism. ''Dualism was the first speculative philosophy ever constructed by Chinese 

thinkers. "68 Represented by the Yi-jing (Book of Changes), the central assumption of the 

dualism is that "change is a predominant characteristic of all activities; and this is caused 

by the interplay of the male (yang) and female (yin) principles in the universe."69 Yin, 

dark, soft and negative, and yang, bright, hard and positive, stand in contradiction to each 

other, and yet are mutually dependent. The garden designers assign the yin-yang 

character to garden elements. Thus, a strong stone matches soft water; a white plain wall 

serves as a foil to bright-colored peonies; crooked paths contrast with regular building 

layouts; elegant embellishments of the buildings are stressed by simply designed 

pavements. The opposing forces are prevailed in a garden that attain dynamic senses 

(Figure 3.25). 

68Suzuki. 1-l 

69Ibid .. 15 



Figure 3.21. A curved wall in the Zhuozheng Yuan. 
Source: Frances Y a-sing Tsu, Landscape Design in Chinese Gardens (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1988). 

Figure 3.22. A walking gallery in the Zhuozheng Yuan. 
Source: Chung, Wahnan, The Art of Chinese Gardens (Hong Kong: Hong Kong 
University Press, 1982). 
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Figure 3.23 . A pavilion in the Wangshi Yuan. 
Source: Osvaid Siren, Gardens of China (New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1949). 

Figure 3.24. A boat like house (jang) in the Zhuozheng Yuan. 
Source: I. Yoshikawa, Chinese Gardens (Toppan Printing, Co., Ltd., 1990). 



Figure 3.25 . The contrast between bright and dark in the Liu Yuan. 
Source: Chung, Wahnan The Art of Chinese Gardens (Hong Kong: Hong Kong 
University Press, 1982) 

The Influence of Buddhism on the Chinese Garden. Besides Confucianism and 

Daoism, Buddhism, originating in India, passing through Turkestan, and crossing the 

Taklamkan Desert, reached China in the first century AD. As a foreign teaching, 

Buddhism, initially, was not greeted favorably by the Chinese. Yet, "as the Confucian 

superstructure began to crumble with the fall of the Empire, the old verities were 

questionable and thoughtful minds became interested in the new teaching from the west. "70 

Buddhism and Daoism share some notions that are different in approach but are equally 

satisfactory in result, such as their attitude to nature. No wonder at the very beginning, 

Buddhism was lumped with Daoism. However, once the new teaching had adapted to the 

7'Morris. 37. 
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novel situations, it immediately embodied a unique vitality. "This cultural contributions of 

Buddhism were enormous."71 

Compared to the Daoists who promote wandering alone in the hills, the Buddhists 

prefer joining together to enjoy the fruits of solitude. Between the fall of the Han and the 

creation of the Sui and Tang dynasties, many monasteries were built to meet this need. 

The monastery on the holy mountain of Lu Shan is such a case where in the late fourth 

century many laymen and monks gathered. When they returned home after their stay, they 

brought the taste of the landscape, the thought of Buddhism, and the skill of cultivating 

plants to their private gardens. For example, in a quiet comer of the Zhuozheng Yuan, one 

can discern the Buddha figure in the mediation pose, enthroned upon a lotus (Figure 3 .26). 

The garden plants, prevailing in the gardens mentioned in this paper, such as magnolia, 

camellias, and gingko, were first cultivated and introduced by the monks. In addition, the 

tea plant was also a Buddhist introduction. 

During the Han dynasty, the leisure class drank rice wine. Yet following the 

spread of Buddhism, tea plants were introduced by the monks which affected scholars so 

deeply that they began to follow the monk's way and drank tea. From then on, tea 

"became an element in the life-style that is so dominant a feature of the Chinese garden: 

the beverage, served at all hours, especially with snacks, appeared at family gatherings in 

the garden, or at reunions of friends at a beautiful site."
72 

71 1bid .. 41. 

·clbid .. 42. 
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Though some among the disciples abandoned their family ties to follow the bliss of 

Enlightenment, the majority could not easily relinquish their family obligations because of 

the deep root of Confucianism whose discipline was wedded to family responsibilities. 

Buddhism provided a means to accommodate the Chinese tradition. It asserted that a 

householder was still able to reach Buddhahood while staying in the mundane world. "In 

the Song Dynasty, the tendency of the Chinese elite to absorb the essence ofBuddhism 

while retaining their characteristic Confucian mold became one of the most significant 

trends of the age."73 

Later, this tendency was further impacted by the individualism of Zen Buddhism 

that promoted the individual mediation. Great mediation halls might exist at the 

monasteries, but for many of the disciples it was unnecessary to go to a monastery to 

reach Enlightenment. Disciples could build pavilions or halls in their own gardens for 

individual mediation. "The Suzhou gardens were places where this individualism 

developed and, in turn, expressions of this intensely personal style oflife and art." 74 For 

example, the Ji Xu Zhai (House of Concentrated Study, 10), and the Wu Feng Shu Shi 

(Five Peaks Study, 13), in the Wangshi Yuan were built for this purpose (Figure 3.4). 

These rooms were secluded and surrounded by their own courtyards to create quiet and 

private places for study. 

731bid .. .J3 . 

'
11bid .. -l-l . 
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Figure 3.26. A Buddha figure in the Zhuozheng Yuan 
Source: Edwin T. Morris, The Gardens of China (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 
1983). 

The Painter's Eye and the Poet's Feeling. Besides the influence of the 

philosophies mentioned previously, "a unique characteristic of the Chinese garden is its 

close association with the art and literary realms, and the integration of poetry, painting." 75 

The development of landscape painting underwent several periods of change. The 

first originated in the eighth century. Painters started to apply the blue-and-green style to 

represent the exquisite fantasy of mountains. Later, through the enlightenment of this 

style, garden makers created greater elegance and splendor in the Imperial gardens. The 

comparison of one early masterpiece, Emperor Ming Huang's Journey to Shu (Figure 

7 ''Tsu. 119. 
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3.27), and one Imperial garden (Figure 3.28), illustrates their relationships. In the back 

garden of the Imperial City, the colors, encouraged by the blue-and green style, were 

saturated. The garden was characterized by the details in a way clouds, mountains and 

trees were displayed in the drawing. 

Figure 3.27. Emperor Ming Huang 's Journey to Shu. 
Source: Maggie Keswick, The Chinese Garden (New York: St. Martin' s Press, 1978). 

Figure 3.28 . The back garden ofthe Imperial City, Peking. 
Source: Maggie Keswick, The Chinese Garden (New York: St. Martin 's Press, 1978). 
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Parallel with the blue-and green style (the polychrome style) was the development 

of the monochrome. Thousands of years before, the ancestors had already expressed their 

doubt regarding color in the Dao De Jing. "The five colors dazzle the eye, the five tastes 

confuse the tongue."76 Wang, Wei (AD. 701-761), a famous painter and poet in the Tang 

dynasty, accepted this critical idea and became the first master of the monochrome. 

Unlike the blue-and green style that is considered a form of decoration, the monochrome 

focuses on a mountain's structure to make it more expressive and honest. This change in 

attitude also finds traces in garden design, especially in southern China, including the three 

gardens under study in this paper. In these gardens, not color but the caress of breeze and 

rain, the play of sun and shadow, and the change of season express vitality. Although only 

green, gray, and white are displayed, the fascination created in these gardens is by no 

means inferior to that found in the Imperial gardens (Figures 3.29 and 3.30). 

Figure 3.29. A painting of Wangwei that embodies the style of monochrome. 
Source: Maggie Keswick. 

76Kcswick. 92. 
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Although landscape had occupied large spaces in paintings in the eighth century, it 

was still the background of men's activities. It was not until the Song dynasty that 

landscape became an independent theme, and the theory tended to mature. Guo Xi (960-

1 079) was the representative of this period, whose theories extended beyond painting to 

the manipulation of gardens. 

Figure 3.30. A view with only white, gray and green colors in the Liu Yuan. 
Source: I. Yoshikawa, Chinese Gardens (Toppan Printing, Co., Ltd., 1990). 

Guo, Xi emphasized the importance of traveling among mountains and rivers to 

attain good painting. Mountains and rivers change in appearance with different angles, 

seasons and moods. Only after one has carefully observed the changes of mountains and 

rivers will one achieve the state of"appearing as a creation ofnature."77 

Of the relationship between painting elements, Guo, Xi wrote, "Streams are the 

arteries of mountains, grass and trees are the air, and pavilions are facial features. 

77Hu. 28. 
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Therefore, a mountain must have water to live, grass and trees to adorn it in glory, and 

pavilions to give it the appearance ofvitality."78 This relationship also applies to gardens. 

A Chinese garden must have streams, rocks, plants, and architecture. They exist 

harmoniously under certain principles. Missing one of these elements a garden will not be 

considered a true Chinese garden. 

Chinese gardens are celebrated as "embodied poetry" as well as painter's eye. 

The earliest poetry of Chinese civilization can be traced back to 600 BC. Yet not 

until the third century BC. did it appear in the first clear notes of the Chinese love of 

nature in Chu Tzu (the Songs of the South): 

I can hear my beloved calling to me: 
I will ride aloft and ride beside her. 
I will build her a house within the water 
Roofed all over with lotus leaves; 
With walls of iris, of purple shells, the chamber; 
Perfumed pepper shall make the hall. 
With beams of cassia, orchid rafters, 
Lily-tree lintel, a bower of peonies, 
With woven fig-leaves for the hangings 
And melilotus to make a screen. 
Wights of white jade to hold the mats with, 
Stone-orchids strewn to make the floor sweet: 
A room of lotus thatched with the white flag 
Shall all be bound up with stalks of asarum. 79 

From then on, the admiration of nature prevailed in literary classics. Besides composing 

poems, some poets designed gardens that followed poetic flavors expressing their feelings. 

In the fifth century, a noted poet Tao, Yuanming (AD 378-427) set up his hut beside a 

brook. He wrote, 

When I was young I was out of tune with the herd; 
My only love was for the hills and mountains. 

78Morris, 29. 

7~. Hawkes, Chu Tzu (The Songs ofthe South) (Boston: Beacon. 1962). 39. 
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Unwittingly I fell into the web of the world's dust 
And was not free until my thirtieth year. 
The migrant bird longs for the old wood; 
The fish in the tank thinks of its native pool, 
I had rescued from wilderness a patch of the Southern Moor 
And, still rustic, I returned to field and garden .... 
Long I lived checked by the bars of a cage; 
Now I have turned again to Nature and Freedom. 80 

Tao Yuanming's garden was his refuge to escape from the secular to seek love of nature. 

Continually, in the Tang dynasty, Wang, Wei, China's most influential poet, musician and 

painter, built his garden, Villa Along Rim/ike River. In AD 817, another eminent poet, 

Bai, Juyi, set up his "grass hut." Two hundred years later, Su, Dongpo and Si, Maguang, 

two famous poet-politicians in the Song dynasty, also constructed gardens. 

The participation of poets in the making of gardens enhanced poetic emotions and 

made the Chinese garden a literary experience. Calligraphic characters are used 

frequently. Rooms, pavilions, entrances, and stones are all named. By a simple reading of 

these titles or verses in a garden, one can grasp the enchantment of poems and 

philosophical thoughts embodied in the garden scenes (Figure 3.31). The names ofthe 

three gardens mentioned in this paper are good examples. The Wangshi Yuan means that 

it is a fisherman's garden. The master longed for the fisherman's simple, but happy life. 

As the poet wrote: 

My heart is joying at the gate, 
All cares are gone. 
Only let the fishermen seek each other here. 81 

80 A. Waley, Chinese Poems (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1946). 92. 

81 Morris. 103. 
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The Zhuozheng Yuan, ''the Garden of the Stupid Official," indicates its master's lifestyle. 

Jin, Pu (the sixteenth century), after failing to deal with the official bureaucracy, returned 

to his garden to seek a Daoist's serenity. The Liu Yuan, "The Lingering Garden," means 

that the garden attracts visitors so much that they are unwilling to leave. The combination 

of a garden view and literature allows the Chinese garden broader enjoyment. 

Figure 3.31. A tiny courtyard in the Wangshi Yuan . 
Source: I. Yoshikawa, Chinese Gardens (Toppan Printing, Co., 1990). 

Highly cultivated individuals assign abundant connotative meanings in Chinese 

gardens. Now a Chinese garden is not merely a utility for practical issues, but a 

microcosm in which to reflect a man's whole life. It is a place for both officials and 

scholars. It is a place for the Confucians and Daoists. It is a place for poets and painters. 

A pebble, a tree, a bridge, everything in a Chinese garden can provoke one's imagination, 

though they were built hundreds of years ago. A scene in a garden may coincide with a 
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description of a famous poem. A single stone may remind one of the peaks of the Yell ow 

Mountain, the most beautiful mountain in China. A plum blossom outside a window 

predicts the coming of spring. 

It is through these connotative meanings arising from the society's ideology and 

aesthetic traditions that Chinese gardens are promoted to the intellectual level of the 

humanities. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE INFLUENCE OF CHINESE GARDENS ON 

ENGLISH GARDEN DESIGN 

The third chapter examined both denotative and connotative meanings in Chinese 

gardens from the oriental point of view. These gardens are reflections of a man's whole 

life, which provide contexts to satisfy his physical and mental needs. Thus they are at the 

intellectual and philosophical level of other disciplines of the humanities based on the 

theoretical basis put forward by this author utilizing the works ofEco and Norberg

Schutz. Similar to the Chinese Emperor Qianlong who interpreted the European Baroque 

style in his own way, the autonomy and openness of architecture supported by Ricoeur's 

theory give chances for culturally detached viewers relying on their own references to 

make alien things, in this case, Chinese gardens meaningful at the connotative level. 

One effective way to test this point of view is to investigate several interpretations 

of foreigners. Before starting this investigation, one question should be answered; why 

can diverse references generated from one particular cultural convention or ideology 

connect with others in the interpretation of alien objects. This chapter will seek to answer 

this question through the investigation of the relationship between Chinese and English 

garden. 

The Chinese and English, although living in different geographical and behavioral 

backgrounds, belong to the same species. Physically, both need water and air to survive; 

spiritually, they depend on culture and art to edify life. Thus, their products, including 
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their gardens, should embody similar fundamental analogies though they are represented 

quite differently. The English garden reflects not only the result of practical needs but also 

exhibits cultural conventions and ideologies in England; similarly, the Chinese garden 

reflects cultural conventions and ideologies in that country. The following paragraphs will 

examine the influences of philosophy, poetry, and painting on the English garden, and the 

impact of Chinese gardens on English landscape movement through the creation of the 

style anglo-chinios to illustrate the analogies that occur between English and Chinese 

gardens, and the imagination of English people on connotative meanings of Chinese 

gardens. 

The Analogies between Chinese and English Garden Design 

The Influence of Philosophy on English Gardens 

As Confucianism, Daoism and Buddhism guided the ideas underpinning the design 

of the Chinese garden, philosophy in England also played a very important role in the 

development of its gardens. Different philosophical thoughts lead to a range of garden 

styles. For instance, rationalism and empiricism respectively influenced the design of 

English garden in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries producing clearly distinctive 

styles. 

A.N. Whitehead remarked that "the safest general characterization of the European 

philosophical tradition is that it consists of a series of footnotes to Plato"; the theoretical 

sources of rationalism and empiricism originated from Plato's 'Theory ofForms' and the 
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axiom that art should imitate nature. 82 However, European understanding ofthe theory 

resulted in various interpretations ofthe notion of nature. The 'Theory ofForms' "rests 

on the difference between particulars and universals. "83 Particulars are the individual 

things that are changeable and imperfect which Plato called the visible world. Universals 

are general concepts that are unchangeable and perfect which Plato called the world of 

forms. 

The rationalists believed that since the world of forms was perfect, nature should 

be interpreted as the essential and universal forms underlying the visible world. 

Knowledge primarily came from reason. This idea "had wide currency in seventeenth and 

eighteenth century England," as found in the writings of Dryden, Shaftesbury, Pope, 

Johnston and Reynolds. 84 Alexander Pope (1688-1744), for instance, wrote: 

To build, to plant, whatever you intend, 
To rear the Column, or the Arch to bend, 
To swell the Terras, or to sink the Grot; 
In all, let Nature never be forgot. 85 

Here the idea of nature refers to the universal forms and rules of proportion that were 

mathematically calculated and geometrically shaped. Guided by this interpretation, 

rationalist art made great use of regularity, proportion, mathematics, and hierarchy. In 

terms of garden design, the rationalists promoted an admiration of the geometrical French 

garden style in England (1650-1740). Jacques Boyceau, the great French exponent of the 

82 Arthur Oncken Lovejoy, The Great Chain of Being (New York: Harper & Row, 1960). 2~. 

83Turner. 20. 

84Ibid .. 23. 

85lbid .. 2~ 
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French gardening, explained such garden principles in his book Traite du Jardinage 

published in 1638. He particularly emphasized ''the need for proportion; the height of 

trees and hedges had to be carefully related to the length and breadth of paths. "86 The 

disciplined organization in the French Style, such as central axised layouts, symmetrically 

designed parterres, straight lined avenues, and rectangular walled enclosures corresponded 

with the rationalists' aspiration, and the intention of Charles II for an environment worthy 

of the grandeur of court life. 

In the seventeenth century, the French Style was imitated everywhere in England 

(Figure 4.1). For instance, ''Pope's garden in Twickenham was essentially an English 

version of a geometrical French garden''87 The Confucians in China likewise geared up 

symmetry and hierarchy in the layout of city plans with the Great Palace, the Courts of 

Justice and the domestic buildings, expressing the Chinese idea of harmonious social 

relationships: formal, regular and clearly defined. 

The empiricists did not support the rationalist's interpretation of 'nature.' They 

believed that "our minds contain nothing at birth and only acquire knowledge by seeing 

and experiencing the world ."88 Thus, for an empiricist, what art imitated were the things 

in the visible world. In contrast to the rationalist philosophy, empiricist art made great use 

of wildness, irregularity and unexpected details which is, in a sense, similar to the Daoist 

and Buddhist philosophy of art in China. The use of 'nature' to mean empirical reality was 

86Derek Plint Clifford A History of Garden Design (New York: Praeger, 1963 ). 68. 

87Turner, 24. 

88Ibid .. N . 
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not a new phenomenon, but in the eighteenth century empiricism began to dominate 

English garden design. Like the Daoists who were stimulated by private gardens an 

admiration for natural scenes, the conception of emptiness, and the cyclical idea of life, 

and the Buddhists who promoted monastic gardens in China, the English empiricists 

contributed to the appearance of the Forest, Serpentine and Irregular Styles in their garden 

design between 1 714 and 181 0. 

Figure 4.1. Bramham French influence on 
English garden design. 
Source: Tom Turner, English Garden Design (England: Antique Collectors' Club, 1986). 

The English Forest Style was the first of national styles not imported from Europe. 

Similar to most of the Chinese private gardens that were built for the retirement of the 

officials, the gardens in the Forest Style were no longer for the grandeur of court life, but 

for a rural private life. Away from political conflict in London, one could breathe fresh air 

and enjoy natural scenes with a peaceful mind (Figure 4.2). 

In China, the Chinese garden became asymmetrical because of the influence of 

Daoism. Winding paths and curving roofs were considered to be natural elements. In 

England, taking a cue from empiricism, the layouts of English gardens became serpentine. 

HenderskelfLane at Castle Howard, North Yorkshire, was curvilinear, designed by John 
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Vanbrugh in the 1700s, making it one of the first serpentine gardens in England. The 

grassy serpentine terrace at Duncombe Park, also in North Yorkshire, designed by 

gentleman architect, William Wakefield in the 171 Os, displayed another such winding 

walk. Stourhead, constructed from 1726 to 1739, was the first example of an ideal 

landscape in England, attaining a balance between the regular and irregular conceptions of 

nature89 

Figure 4.2. St. Paul's W Bury, shire (1720-5). One of the finest examples 
of the Forest Style in English garden design. 
Source: Tom Turner. 

A taste for wild scenery in gardens was not only the prerogative of Chinese laymen 

and monks, the English loved it too. They invented the Irregular Style in the 1790s to 

satisfy this need. As these Chinese brought the taste of landscape into their private 

gardens after traveling to the holy mountain of Lu Shan in the fourth century, English 

travelers developed their taste for the wilderness after completing their Grand Tour 

through Northern Europe and Italy. 'Picturesque beauty' was a major characteristic of the 

Irregular Style, fostered by the master of the Picturesque, William Gilpin ( 1724-1804 ), 90 

891bid .. 87. 89. 

90William Darby Templeman, The Life and Work of William Gilpin l7H-1804. (Urbana: 
UniYcrsity of Illinois Press. 1939). Vol. 2~ . 9. 
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who believed that garden design should rely on a study of painting and natural scenery 

such as "awakened English tourists to the rugged delights of the River Wye, North Wales 

and the Mountains and Lakes of Cumberland and Wesmorland. "91 

Another characteristic of the picturesque was its profound influence on planting 

design, especially in the use of exotic plants, many of which are Chinese in origin. Azalea, 

rugosa, rhododendron, Banksia roses, lilacs, camellias, daphnes, and lilies which were 

popularized in the English garden all "either first made their appearance in China or have 

since been developed in the West from those that did. "92 In China the Daoists loved trees 

with natural shapes, straight, or slanted, tall or short, while Richard Payne Knight (1750-

1824) expressed his preference for the English stalwarts, oak and beech "which nature's 

hand have sown. "93 Besides his love for native flora, he also advocated planting exotic 

plants near the house and near water (Figure 4.3). Sir Uvedale Price (1747-1829) 

complemented Knight's ideas and described how to cultivate exotic plants to harmonize 

with native ones. "He insisted that they (exotic plants) should be grouped to form 

painterly compositions. He believed that the eye of the landscape painter, with its 

understanding of nature and the principles of composition, was the best guide to good 

planting design. "94 

91 Turner. 104. 

92Keswick., 174. 

93J.C. Knight The Landscape. A Didactic Poem (London, 1795). 73. 

94Turner. 112. 
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Figure 4. 3. Oak trees growing in the natural way that Knight extolled. 
Source: Tom Turner. 

The Influence of Painting on English Gardens 

From the characteristic of the picturesque, we learn that the English garden and the 

Chinese were not only nurtured by philosophy, but also by painting. The rationalists give 

another example. 

Rationalist philosophy, besides promoting the geometrical style, encouraged the 

influence of Italian art forms in England. Since nature meant universals or essences, "one 

way of discovering if something was a universal was to examine whether it had been 

accepted by mankind for a long period oftime."95 In the seventeenth century, English 

garden designers had turned to Italy whose art forms had been regarded as perfect 

examples since the classical age. The English believed that their gardens should imitate 

the landscape of antiquity in order to be perfect. Absorbing the elements found in Italian 

painting became the most efficient way to achieve this goal. "At a time when Oxford 

undergraduates could be fined for challenging the authority of Aristotle, it was natural that 

95Ibid .. 27. 
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designers should look to painting to provide an ideal vision of nature to imitate. "96 A 

landscape drawing from William Salmon's Manual ofPainting (1672) demonstrates this 

point of view (Figure 4.4). "The scene displayed in the drawing is more like a vision of 

antiquity imitated from Italian landscape drawings than a real representation of the 

seventeenth century English countryside. "97 

The Influence of Poem on English Gardens 

"Both Chinese and English gardeners drew inspiration from a classical antiquity, 

albeit in very different tradition. ,m The Chinese liked to acquire garden themes from 

literature, such as from the poems of Tao Yuanming, Bai Juy i, and Su Dongpo. The 

English garden designers also learned garden conceptions from poems particularly those of 

the Greeks and Romans. The rural retirement theme was extolled by such Greek poets, as 

961bid .. 28. 

971bid .. 3 1. 

9MKeswick. 16. 
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Homer and Theocritus, and the Roman poets Virgil, Horace, Vitruvius, Pliny and 

Columella. The latter loved country life and believed that agriculture was ''without doubt 

most closely related to and, as it were, own sister to wisdom. "99 Virgil expressed the rural 

retirement theme in Georgics: 

Blest too is he who knows the rural gods .... never pitied he 
Him that hath not, nor envied him that hath. 
What fruits the branches, what the willing earth 
Freely afford, he gathers, nor beholds 
State archives, ruthless laws and city broils. 
Others may vex the treacherous firth with oars 
And rush upon the sword; through palaces 
And courts ofkings their headlong course they hold .... 
Meantime the husbandsman with crooked plough 
Has cleft the earth: hence labour's yearly meed, 
Hence feeds he little child and father land. 
Hence are milch-cow and honest ox maintained. 
Earth never rests: either with fruit she flows, 
Or with young lambs, or with the wheaten sheaf 
Beloved of Ceres: increase the drills 
And barns are overcome. 100 

Horace, turning down the offer as the Private Secretary to Augustus, returned to his farm 

in the Sabine Hills to enjoy rural life. 

Happy the man who bounteous Gods allow, 
with his own hands Paternal Grounds to plough. 101 

These poems deeply impacted the rural retirement theme in England, especially 

after the Civil War. Suffering the turmoil of this bloody conflict, and the persecution of 

9~.J.M. Columella, De Re Rustica, trans. by H. Boyd Ash (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press. 1941 ). preface. 

100VirgiL The Eclogues and Georgics (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1995). Vol. 222, bk. 2. 
lines 589-621. 

101 Horace, "Second Epode," trans. by A Cowley, ed. by A.R. Waller in The English Writings of 
Abraham Cowley (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1906). 243. 
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Protestants and Catholics in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, many landowners 

retreated to their country estates to seek a safer and more virtuous life. Suddenly, many 

English gardening authors, in contrast to praising the geometrical, regular and formal 

styles of the seventeenth century, started to promote rural themes. Among them, Sir 

William Temple ( 1628-1699), rejecting the offer of Secretary of State, retired to his rural 

seat at Sheen, Richmond-Upon-Thames, and committed himself to literature. In his own 

garden, Moor Park, Surrey, he planted flowers, fruit and vegetables. In his article ''Upon 

the Gardens ofEpicurus" he praised his refuge, "the sweetness and satisfaction of this 

retreat, where since my resolution taken of never entering again into any public 

employment, I have passed five years without once going to town, though I am almost in 

sight of it, and have a house there always ready to receive me. " 102 

Stephen Switzer (1682-1745) was another gardening author who extolled the idea 

of rural retirement. Like the Chinese who admired Zhu Xi (AD 1130-1200), one ofthe 

greatest figures ofNeo-Confucianism, who set up White Deer Grotto near the famed 

Mount Lu, and taught philosophy, Switzer respected Epicurus who made the first town 

garden and used it to advocate his thoughts. In practice, Switzer attempted to combine 

"the pleasure of the country with the profits."103 Another was Anthony Ashley Cooper 

( 16 71-1 713 ), third Earl of Shaftesbury, who also appreciated rural life. In his article "The 

102William. Temple, "Upon the Gardens ofEpicurus" in Miscellanea in Two Parts (London: J. 
Tonson and John Churchill and Richard and Ralph Simpson, 1697). Vol. III. 2-B. 

103Stephen. Switzer, Ichrographia Rustica (New York: Garland Pub., 1982). Vol. I. 25. 
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Moralists," he praised the joy of country life and the attraction of "husbandry and the 

nature of the soil. " 104 

Inspired by earlier poems, these gardening authors expressed their love of rural 

life. They became "the precursors of those who developed a unique English style of 

garden. " 105 

The Amateur Concept 

There is another similarity that can be identified in the design of Chinese and 

English gardens. Those who designed these renowned gardens were, what we would call 

today, amateurs. These creators of Chinese gardens were very similar in outlook to the 

eighteenth-century Englishmen; they were all highly educated scholar-philosophers, as 

well as painters and poets. They were not professional architecture or landscape 

designers. Relying on their intellectual attainments in philosophy, painting, and poetry, 

they created some of the most beautiful and delightful things in the world. The Wangshi 

Yuan, the Liu Yuan, and the Zhuozheng Yuan in China were all built by the highly-

cultivated amateurs, as were so many English gardens such as Stourhead and Hidcote. 

Stourhead "is the most famous and most visible landscape gardens of great 

originality it represents the vision not of some professional designers but of a single highly 

cultivated amateur."106 His name was Henry Hoare, who built Stourhead from 1726 to 

104 Anthony Ashley Cooper, "The Moralists" in Characteristics of Men, Matters, Opinions, Times 
(Birmingham: J. Baskerville. 1773). 2. 

1 05Turner, 15. 

106Patrick Taylor. One Hundred English Gardens (New York: Rizzoli. 1995). 138. 
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1739. The details in the garden embodied Hoare's high cultivation on art. The abundant 

classical references in this garden are examples. The layout of the garden reminds one of 

the journeys of Aneneas. The words inscribed on the Temple of Flora are quoted from 

Virgil's Aeneid: Procul, o procul este profani-'Be gone, be gone you who are not 

believers. ' 107 

Hidcote was designed by another amateur, Lawrence Johnston, in the early 

twentieth century. Born in Paris, and educated by French tutor, he was very familiar with 

French culture. Taking a degree in history at Trinity College, Cambridge, he was also 

versed in things English. Visiting South Africa in 192 7 and China in 193 I , he was 

fascinated by exotic plants. All these experiences affected his design ofHidcote. There 

we find the trace of French gardens, the influence of the Arts and Crafts movement, and 

exotic plants from China and Africa. Built by such an amateur, the garden is considered 

by some to be "the most influential single garden made in England in the twentieth 

century." 108 

The Influence of Chinese Gardens on English Garden Design 

The relationships between Chinese and English garden are not only reflected by the 

above similarities. "The Chinese garden culture was too extensive to remain within the 

borders ofChina."109 It was introduced to the West and influenced architectural and 

1071bid., 138. 

1081bid .. 16. 

10~orris. 210. 
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landscape development in all countries, but particularly the landscape movement in 

eighteenth-century England, resulting in the appearance of the anglo-chinios style. 

Western knowledge of China can be traced back to the time of the Roman 

Emperors. The connection between the Europe and China, though infrequent, never 

ceased at any subsequent time.110 In the thirteenth century, Marco Polo became the first 

Westerner to introduce the Chinese garden to European countries. In the late sixteenth 

century, Voltaire expressed his admiration for Chinese thought. In his books Entretiens 

Chinois, and Essai sur les Moeurs, he extolled the qualities of intelligence and endurance 

of the Chinese, and their enthusiasm for nature. The Chinese Emperor Qian Long 

appointed several Jesuits as painters to his court in seventeenth century Beijing. They had 

opportunities to see many Chinese gardens which they so admired that began to introduce 

these gardens to their friends at home. Father Pere Attiret, in spite of his rigorous training 

in the arts of European order and proportion, found the seemingly disordered Chinese 

garden a truly great and beautiful place: "In some parts the water is wide, in others 

narrow; here it serpentines, and there spreads away, as if it was really pushed offby the 

hills and rocks. The Banks are sprinkled with flowers; which rise up even thro' the 

hollows ofthe rock-work, as ifthey had been produced there naturally."111 The principles 

of Chinese gardens, Attiret wrote, "was to represent a natural and wild view of the 

11 °Clifford 5. 

111 Keswick. 10. 
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country; a rural retirement, and not a palace form'd according to the rules of Art."112 This 

was in contrast to what he was used to. 

With us, uniformity and symmetry are everywhere demanded. Nothing is tolerated 
which is the least bit out of its place; one part must be balanced by a corresponding 
feature on the other side. In the great variety and multiplicity which the Chinese 
give to their buildings, I admire the fertility of their genius. Indeed, I am tempted 
to believe that in comparison with them, we are poor and sterile. " 113 

The works of Confucius became known by the translations of the Jesuits such as 

La Morale de Confucius, Philosophe de Ia Chine, 1688. The cultural life in China under 

the Qing emperors Kangxi and Qianlong was described by the thirty-four volumes of the 

Jesuit writings from Beijing from 1702 to 1776. Of all those who were interested in the 

Jesuits' accounts, "it was the English who responded most sympathetically, for they had 

already begun to think along lines that seemed very similar to the Chinese approach. In 

Attiret they found their own gardening instincts supported from a delightful and 

unexpected quarter."114 In 1685 Sir William Temple had turned his attentions towards 

China. He wrote: 

Among us, the beauty of building and planting is placed chiefly in some certain 
proportions, symmetries, or uniformities; our walk and our trees ranged so, as to 
answer one another, and at exact distances. The Chinese scorn this way of 
planting, and say a boy that can tell a hundred may plant walks of trees in straight 
lines, and over against reach of imagination is employed in contriving figures 
where the beauty shall be great, and strike the eye, but without any order or 
disposition of parts, that shall be commonly or easily observed. 

115 

112Ibid .. 11. 

113C. Malone, A Historv of the Peking Summer Palaces under the Ch'ing Dynasty (Urbana: 
University of Illinois Press, 1934 ). 134. 

114Keswick, 15. 

11 'Osvald Siren, China and the Gardens of Europe of the Eighteenth Century (New York: 
Ronald Press, 1950). 15. 
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Joseph Addison ( I672-I7I9), like the Daoist who welcomes nature, "begged 

gardeners to leave a 'luxuriance and diffusion of boughs,' instead of subduing them into 

the geometry oftopiary."116 Thomas Whately wrote Observations on Modem Gardening 

in I 770 in which he first introduced stones into English gardens. William Kent ( I684-

I748), the pioneer ofthe English landscape garden, advocated "the realization of idea 

pictorial views on actuarial sites."117 He also objected to straight lines, an idea 

corresponding with the Chinese garden tradition. "Capability" Lancelot Brown (I 7I6-

I783) continued Kent's theory and pushed the English garden movement to its 

culmination. With the help of Chinese influences, the landscape movement changed the 

way the English treated their surroundings. Ultimately, they chose lawns and trees to 

stand for their notion of nature, thus deviating from the Chinese natural style; however, 

''the pulse, flow, and dynamism are the same in both contexts." 118 

The influence of Chinese culture on the development of the English landscape 

movement also created a new architectural style, anglo-chinois. Examples of buildings in 

this style included the Pavilion in Ranelagh Gardens, London, a Chinese Tower on Lord 

Radnor's estate at Twickenham on the Thames, the House of Confucius in Kew Gardens 

(Figures 4. 5-4. 7), 119 and several other examples: Bridges at Shugborough, Staffordshire, 

Pusey House, Oxfordshire, and Wrest Park Garden at Bedfordshire. 

116Morris, 218. 

117Tsu, 28. 

118Morris. 220. 

11 ~leanor Von Erdberg Consten, Chinese Influence on European Garden Structures (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1936). 102. 
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The Ranelagh Pavilion was an open structure with an oblong ground plan, wooden 

pillars and latticework; the Twickenham Tower has a Chinese roof; the House of 

Confucius, a two-storied octagonal building, reflects the typical structure of Chinese 

buildings. Later, in 1761 , Sir William Chambers (1723-1796), the greatest popularizer of 

the style anglo-chinois, erected "another monument to the Chinese style in the Kew 

Pagoda near the House of Confucius, 163 feet high, octagonal, in ten stories and with 

glazed tiles" (Figure 4.8)12° Chambers, an employee of the Swedish East India Company, 

spent a year in Canton. There, he collected many accurate details of Chinese gardens. In 

1772, he published his book Dissertation on Oriental Gardening, which was followed by 

the publication of his first book Designs of Chinese Buildings, Furniture, Etc. in 1757. 

These books became the guidelines for Western gardeners to establish Chinese styled 

gardens. Chamber's Chinese Pagoda in Kew Gardens, as a model, spread rapidly all over 

the Europe. 

Figure 4. 5. Ranelagh Gardens, London. 
Source: Eleanor Von Erdberg, Chinese Influence on European Garden Structures 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1936). 

12<Morris. 220. 



Figure 4.6. A Chinese Tower on Lord Radnor's estate at Twickenham. 
Source: Eleanor Von Erdberg. 

Figure 4.7. The House of Confucius. 
Source: Edwin T. Morris, The Gardens of China (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 
1983). 
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Figure 4.8. The Chinese Pagoda at Kew, built by Sir William Chambers. 
Source: Edwin T. Morris. 

It is from this comparison of Chinese and English gardens, and the clear influence 

that Chinese gardens on the English landscape movement through the creation of the style 

anglo-chinois that we will learn how different cultures associate with each other. The 

Chinese and English garden styles, in spite of different representations, share fundamental 

analogies which conduct communication between the two cultures. What attracted the 

English in the first place were connotative meanings contained in the Chinese garden. If 
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the English were fascinated only by denotative meaning, they would never have been 

interested in the notion of nature in Chinese gardens, and would never have applied 

Chinese garden elements, such as winding paths, curved roofs and natural shaped trees to 

their own gardens. Their own gardens would never have been embodiments of their 

cultural conventions, philosophies, and aesthetic traditions. 

The relationship between Chinese and English cultures is only one example of such 

cultural connections among various conventions. Through further investigation, we can 

easily find the associations between the Chinese and American, French, Italian and 

Japanese, or the associations between the English and French, Italian, Spanish, and Dutch, 

etc. It is the autonomy and openness of architecture, and the implicit connections among 

various cultures that finally result in the understanding of alien things by culturally 

detached viewers. 

But is this the only way of understanding alien cultures by the incorporation of one 

with another? The author suggests that there is another way of understanding the meaning 

that does not rely on the discipline cross over. That is the search for meaning through 

analogy, ambiguity, metaphor, etc. To test this theory, the works of several British and 

American writers on Chinese gardens will be explored in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE INTERPRETATIONS OF CHINESE GARDENS BY 

BRITISH AND AMERICAN AUTHORS 

The previous chapters examined the theoretical basis, both denotative and 

connotative meanings in Chinese gardens from the oriental point of view, and raised 

English gardens as examples to examine the relationship among different cultures. This 

chapter will enumerate several British and American authors' interpretations of the 

Wangshi Yuan, the Zhuozheng Yuan, and the Liu Yuan as case studies to analyze what 

meanings are revealed to them through their perceptions of these Chinese gardens, and 

how cultural backgrounds impact their multiple interpretations. 

Sharing some professional similarities, these British and American authors' 

interpretations represent certain analogies. While, on the other hand, they have different 

occupations that determine their particular preferences. These affect the references 

assigned in the object and finally encourage multiple interpretations. Compared to writer 

Keswick's focusing on her experiences in the garden and theorist Jenck's concentration on 

the theoretical controversies, Johnston, as a professional architect, displays his strong 

points on architectural field; while biologist Morris raises many suggestions from Chinese 

gardens for his primarily American audience. 
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Maggie Keswick's The Chinese Garden: History, Art and Architecture 

Maggie Keswick, a daughter of the Chairman ofthe Sino-British Trade Council, 

has lived in China. Attracted by the fascination and distinction of the Chinese garden, she 

wrote The Chinese Garden: History. Art and Architecture (1978), one of the most 

influential foreign books on the Chinese garden. The success of the book is not only due 

to Keswick's invaluable discussions, but also through Charles Jencks' succinct conclusions 

in the ninth chapter, ''Meaning ofthe Chinese Garden." The following quotations from 

their texts confirm the author's hypothesis. 

Maggie Keswick's Interpretations of the Wangshi Yuan 

We may not be surprised that this British writer's experiences of Chinese gardens 

start from confusion. Writing at the very beginning of her journey through the Wangshi 

Yuan, she states, "the characteristic Chinese garden is so unlike anything else as to be 

incomprehensible and even, in parts, grotesque. " 121 

When she first entered the Wangshi Yuan, Keswick could not understand the 

importance ofthe simplicity ofthe entrance (Figure 5.1). She wondered why the entrance 

to such a famous garden is composed merely of an "ordinary" door and "a simple white 

corridor." Encountering the stones, she was not able to accept them immediately either, 

and described them as "some strangely shaped stones"(Figure 5.2). Lingering in the 

garden, she was further perplexed by the lack of lawns. She writes: 

The treatment of the ground sometimes disturbs Western visitors. In England 
there is a strongly developed cult of the lawn. Clipped and smooth, lawns define 
English suburban and cottage gardens just as surely as they surround the great 

121 Keswick. 7. 
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houses of the past where, whenever possible, a ha-ha linked the lawn proper with 
the park beyond so that there was no apparent break in the long green sward. 
Today we can hardly conceive of a garden without grass. Yet Chinese gardens 
have no lawns122 (Figure 5.3). 

However, the Wangshi Yuan provides enough clues for Keswick to discard her 

confusions. Her understanding of the garden starts from what she observes. Observing 

the complicated views in the garden, Keswick learns the importance of the simple 

entrance: "The blank purity of the alleyway entrance sharpens the visitor's responses in 

preparation for the various effects he will encounter in the following courtyard." She 

realizes the function of the strangely shaped stones is to ''form an intricate pattern of 

contrasting solids and spaces." Moreover, she realizes the reason for the lack oflawns: 

Certainly, grass would be disastrous in a courtyard such as the one we have last 
looked at. The cobble designs are worked in soft grays and musty pinks, and they 
merge imperceptibly into the gray stones that form an irregular base around the 
walls. A light-green lawn would be much too prominent, defining the space too 
accurately and making the courtyard seem smaller (Figure 5.4). 123 

If in the garden there are no contrasts between simplicity and complication, no cobbles 

with soft grays and musty pinks, no irregular gray stones, Keswick does not have a 

context to make connections. Consequently, she might be bewildered. Obviously, it is 

through the details and juxtapositions of the arrangement of the garden that gradually 

assist her to approach it. Moreover, her comprehension is not merely confined to the 

details provided by the garden. Since Chinese gardens are autonomous and open to 

interpreters with various backgrounds, Keswick, though unfamiliar with the Chinese 

mlbid., 18. 
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references contained in the garden, can only depend on her own English background to 

produce her multiple interpretations, in order to make sense of the garden. 

Keswick' s General Impression of the Wangshi Yuan. When encountering the 

Wangshi Yuan for the first time, Keswick searches her memory for similar general 

impressions which can be applied to what she sees and feels in this garden. 

Perhaps the closest analogy to the experience they offer would be something like a 
walk through Chartres Cathedral. In both, the first, sensuous impressions lead on 
to more cerebral pleasures, and lying behind the forms, for those who wish to find 
them, are apparently unending layers of meaning which become increasingly 
esoteric and mystical as they are explored .. .. Like the plans of Gothic cathedrals, 
Chinese gardens are cosmic diagrams, revealing a profound and ancient view of the 
world, and of man' s place in it. 124 

Figure 5.1 . The entrance ofthe Wangshi Yuan. 
Source: Stewart R Johnston, Scholar Gardens of China (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1991 ). 

lc ·
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Figure 5.2. The stones in the Wangshi Yuan. 
Source: I. Yoshikawa, Chinese Gardens (Toppan Printing, Co., 1990). 

Figure 5. 3. Castle Howard: A splendid example of lawns and ha-ha. 
Source: Roddy Llewellyn, Ornamental English Gardens (Great Britain: Ward Lock 
Limited, 1989). 
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Figure 5.4. The courtyard in the Wangshi Yuan mentioned By Keswick. On the ground a 
design of plum-blossom is worked in pale pink and gray pebbles. 
Source: Maggie Keswick 

As mentioned earlier, a Chinese garden is created as a microcosm for the participation of 

multiple functions and its close relationships with specific ideologies and cultural 

conventions. Unfamiliar with Confucianism, Daoism, Buddhism, Chinese painting and 

poetry, how can Keswick begin to understand the garden? Seeking resonance generated 

from experiences in her own background in reaction to what she observes in the garden is 

the key to answering this question. The context of the garden is her source for making 

connections, and her own background is the catalyst used to produce an understanding of 

the context. 

In the Wangshi Yuan, the pile of grotesque stones, the conical roofs, the changing 

effects of sun and shadow upon the white walls, the grill-work windows, and the intricate 

magnolia remind her of Chartres Cathedral. Recalling her experience in France, she 

accomplishes a deeper appreciation of the Chinese garden's pleasures, revealing profound 

meanings through its forms. Chartres Cathedral, unlike any traditional Chinese cultural 
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object, could never be considered an appropriate medium to convey the meaning of a 

Chinese garden by a Chinese. Yet, it is through this unlikely vehicle that Keswick creates 

meaning for herself so that this Chinese garden is a microcosm valuable to her. 

Not only Keswick, but Edwin T. Morris, an American biologist, also points out 

this resemblance. In his book The Gardens of China, he writes, "The Chinese garden has 

much of the sacredness associated with the chapel in Western European culture, and the 

art of the scholar, truly understood, is a form of religious art, wherein each plant is an icon 

of spiritual values."125 It seems impossible to connect these two styles simply by 

examining the architecture shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. In a Chinese garden, one cannot 

find any trace of a cathedral's pointed arches, ribbed vaults and clustered piers. Why do 

Keswick and Morris associate the Cathedral with the garden? In fact, they find the 

analogy lying behind their forms. 

As the garden is a place that contains Chinese cultural connotation, so "the High 

Gothic cathedral embodies the whole of Christian knowledge, theological, moral, natural, 

and historical, with everything in its place."126 "One never enters a garden and sees all at 

first glance; there is always a planned, gradual entry into a realm of rich possibilities."127 

Similarly "the complex forms and spaces of the cathedral reveal themselves only 

gradually, bringing a powerful sense of anticipation and forward movement. Unable to 

grasp the totality of the cathedral immediately, the visitor is induced to walk through and 

125M orris, 69. 

126Erwin Panofsky, Gothic Architecture and Scholasticism (Latrobe, PA: Archabbey Press. 
1951 ). ~~-5. 

127Hu Dongchu. 19. 
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around, committing its various parts to memory and constructing an intellectual 

edifice. " 128 Parallel with the window traceries that are revelations of Chinese daily life, the 

ever -changing light of Gothic stained-glass windows illuminates Christian belief (Figures 

5. 7 and 5. 8). As products able to satisfy men's physical and mental needs, the Chinese 

garden and European cathedral certainly share some similarities. 

By using a cathedral as an analogy for interpreting the Chinese garden, Keswick 

brings a startling dimension so that other Westerners can more easily expand their own 

understanding of its essence by creatively adding an imaginative dimension and thus 

enlarging upon with what they are naturally familiar. 

Figure 5.5. Chartres Cathedral: the fabric of the Cathedral embodies the body of 
Christian knowledge. 
Source: Tom Turner, English Garden Design (England: Antique Collectors' Club, 1986). 

128Stephen Murray. Notre-Dame Cathedral of Amiens: The Power of Change in Gothic 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1996). 28. 
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Figure 5.6. The Wangshi Yuan, Suzhou . 
Source: David H. Engel, Creating a Chinese Garden (London: Portland, Oreagn: Timber 
Press, 1986). 

Figure 5. 7. Stained-glass windows in Chartres Cathedral. 
Source: JosefGrunenfelder, Cathedrals ofEurope (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell 
Company, 1973). 
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Figure 5.8. Window traceries. 
Source: Frances Ya-sing Tsu, Landscape Design in Chinese Gardens (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1988). 

Keswick's Investigation of the Elements in Chinese Gardens. Having grasped 

imprecise but beautiful impressions, Keswick begins to develop broader connections as 

she investigates further the elements of the Chinese garden. Stones, "grotesque and gray, 

tortuous and massive, dominate the (Chinese) scene in much the same way that flower-

beds highlight an English garden. " 129 Although stones and floral beds belong to different 

typologies, their status in each garden is similar. 

'Stone-loving' in China began in ancient times when mountains were thought to be 

imbued with supernatural power, where the Immortals lived. Anyone who reached the 

Immortals' abodes and talked with them might be given the secret of eternal life. In the 

1 2'1<.eswick. 15 5. 
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Han dynasty, the Emperor Wudi, longing for longevity, built rocky islands to lure the 

Immortals down to his garden. This action started the practice of stone design in Chinese 

gardens. Later, promoted by the Confucians who treated stones as symbols of 

authoritative persons, and the Daoists who considered them the representations of natural 

power, stones popularized and dominated in Chinese gardens. Now, it is almost 

impossible to find a Chinese garden without such stones. 

In the nineteenth century, floral beds in English gardens developed in a similar 

way. ''During the 1830s and 1840s, as survival became less labor intensive, the desire to 

better oneself and beautify one's surroundings began to take root."130 Besides planting 

corns, beans and potatoes, people began to consider the merits of setting aside a plot for 

flowers. "It seemed as though every garden in the kingdom was experimenting with it 

(floral beds). The majority of country houses boasted carpet beds at some point during 

the 1870s, and the fashion spread into suburban villas and town gardens."131 Floral beds 

were composed of three types, single-species beds, ribbon beds, and carpet beds. Among 

them, carpet beds, as ''the consummate horticultural expression of a society in love with 

flamboyant effects, at the same time that it cultivated a rigid decorum of etiquette and 

matters," became the culmination of the bedding-out craze (Figures 5. 9 and 5.1 0). 132 

Besides similar positions in the gardens, stones and floral beds share other 

analogies. One is design method. One way to accentuate the qualities of stones is 

130Allison Kyle Leopold, The Victorian Garden, photographs by Edward Addeo (New York: 
Clarkson Potter/Publishers. 1995). 20. 

131 Brent Elliott, Victorian Gardens (Portland, Oregon: Timber Press, 1986). 155. 

132Leopold. 57. 
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contrast. For example, against a plain white wall, the bumps, the wild hollows and 

scoops, the pitted surfaces and craggy outlines of the stones are clearly emphasized. 

When placed beside soft and elegant peony trees, the hard characteristics of stones are 

strengthened. The captivating qualities of a floral bed are also acquired by the use of vivid 

contrast. "Orange and purple or scarlet and white, for instance, were both combinations 

the Victorians preferred--never blue and purple, a far too subtle effect." 133 In addition, 

floral beds were always surrounded by monochromatic lawns that stressed the beds as a 

riot of color. 

Figure 5.9. Circular beds in Greenwich Park, London. 
Source: Tom Turner, English Garden Design (England: Antique Collectors' Club, 1986). 

1331bid .. 5~ . 
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Figure 5.10. The stones in the Wangshi Yuan. 
Source: Maggie Keswick, The Chinese Garden (New York: St. Martin's Press., 1978). 

Secondly, both the stones and the floral beds were the crystallization of wisdom 

and great industry of the creators. Although stones are appreciated, getting them was not 

so enjoyable. The stones in the three Suzhou gardens mentioned in this thesis were mainly 

from Lake Tai, where divers had to pry some of the stones from the lake bed with chisels. 

After collection, the designers would spend much time examining their forms, holes, 

colors and textures, determining whether each individual stone met the standards to be 

displayed in the gardens. Usually, the bigger the holes, the more valuable and fragile were 

the stones. However, this increased the risk of their breaking apart during their transport 

and arrangement, a risk which demanded the superb skills of the stone masons. Similarly 

the floral beds in English gardens required constant tending and clipping of hundreds of 

plants in order to create charming effects, a tedious and time consuming operation. 

Stones in Chinese gardens were selected and arranged metaphorically. For 

example, in the Lion Grove Garden, near the Zhuozheng Yuan in the north-east part of 
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Suzhou, built in 1342 by Monk Tianru, "exquisite and dainty lake rocks were sculptured 

to depict the lively actions oflions of all ages and sizes."134 This garden was favored by 

the Qing Emperors Kangxi and Qianlong, and is famous for its rocks. Sometimes, 

rockery presentations exceeded the imitation of realistic objects, evoking intimate feelings 

through their abstract beauty that allow for different interpretations. Floral beds were also 

metaphorically shaped: "Ambitious gardeners manipulated their carpet beds into all sorts 

of strange serpentine forms and flora whimsies-birds, butterflies, animals, fish, and 

abstract embroidery-like patterns with complex curls and intricate scrolling."135 

By making an analogy between English floral beds and the Chinese stones, 

Keswick experienced the essence of the stones in Chinese gardens. However, such a 

resemblance is not the only way to assist in understanding. "Architecture conveys 

meaning in two similar ways: either through opposition or association."136 The 

comprehension of an object can also be attained through the help of contrasting elements. 

Keswick's description of plants is such a case. 

In winter and summer an English park such as Stourhead remains basically the 
same: the colors are different, and the density of the forms, but not the structure 
of the various views. At Stourhead the foliage and flowers are part of the garden 
in much the same way as a chameleon's skin is part of its body. In a Chinese 
garden, however, the growing trees and flowers are more like clothing, sometimes 
enchanting, sometimes obscuring, and sometimes totally altering the effect of the 
forms beneath. 137 

134Tsu. 55. 

135Leopold, 61. 

136Charles Jencks, "Semiology and Architecture" in Meaning in Architecture (New York: 
George Braziller, 1969). 21. 

137Keswick. 184 
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From generation to generation, the Chinese apply the bloom and decay of flowers and 

foliage to mirror the Daoist's idea oflife. However, they would never compare life cycles 

of plants with a person's clothing. It is Keswick who, relying on her knowledge and 

experience, introduces her view of Stourhead to the Chinese to make it clearer to English 

readers that unlike the natural transformation of plants in English parks, those in a Chinese 

garden change structurally (Figures 5.11 and 5.12). 

Since contrast is one efficient way to accomplish understanding, many other British 

and American authors besides Keswick have applied it in their efforts to acquire deeper 

interpretations of Chinese gardens. For example, Morris, after examining the different 

attitudes among European and Chinese elite toward the peasant, recognizes the greater 

importance placed on the peasants in China. "In Europe, the word peasant was a term of 

contempt used by the nobility,"138 while in China, agriculture was regarded as a noble 

occupation, and thus the Chinese scholar esteemed the peasant. He personally looked 

forward to getting back to a rustic life of peasant after his days as an official. 

Another similar example is made by David Harris Engel, an American landscape 

architect. He lived in Japan for several years and is quite familiar with Japanese culture. 

He contrasts Japanese gardens with Chinese ones to explain what he believes to be 

mundane characteristics of the Chinese garden. For him, the Japanese garden is an 

honored place to be looked upon and appreciated from only the viewpoint of the house, 

rather than to be physically occupied. On the other hand, the Chinese garden is a 

protected world for people of all ages to inhabit, infants to the extremely elderly. It is 

13HMorris. 1 o. 
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active, rather than contemplative, the main characteristic of many Japanese gardens. In 

Chinese gardens, mothers nurse babies, masters entertain friends, children play games, and 

families gather there to appreciate, for example, moonlight. "These very concrete and 

mundane uses reflect the Chinese down-to-earth, pragmatic and undoctrinaine view of a 

garden."139 Thus, a Chinese garden's values are knitted into the complete participation of 

man. 

Figure 5 .11 . Plants in Stourhead park, England. 
Source: Tom Turner. 

139David Harris Engel. Creating a Chinese Garden (Portland, Oregon: Timber Press. 1986). 20. 
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Figure 5.12. Plants in the Zhuozheng Yuan. 
Source: I. Yoshikawa. 

To return to Keswick's evaluation of the Wangshi Yuan, we learn her reflections 

on the roofs of the Wangshi Yuan . Observing the curved roof, she perceives that: 

Some roofs are so disproportionately large that the sheltered enclosure below 
seems a mere afterthought, an excuse to display the gentle-yet at the same time 
awesome and powerful-rush to the sky. It is often said that the upturned Chinese 
roof appears to float above its recessed base; certainly it is lightened by the smiling 
curves at each comer. However, there is also a counter-force to this effect, for the 
roof also seems to brood over the space it covers. Thus it is another instance of 
ambiguity; partly a light handkerchief hovering miraculously over shadowed 
columns and brackets, partly a unifying mass which caps and dominates all other 
elements. 140 

14CXeswick. 123. 



Facing the roof, Keswick not only realizes the design intention to lighten its volume by 

utilizing the 'smiling curves' at each corner, but she also construes in her own way the fact 

that the roof has a dual nature. The roof itself emphasizes its dominant position among 

other elements. She calls this dual nature of the roof an instance of ambiguity. Indeed, 

her interpretation of the meaning of the roof originates from this ambiguity, from its 

connotative meaning. If there were only denotative meaning available to her, it would be 

too explicit for the generation of multiple interpretations. In addition, her interpretation of 

the roof partially deviates from the creator's original intention to lighten the volume of the 

roof This deviation is a frequent occurrence in foreigners' interpretations, some of which 

go entirely to the other extreme. For example, stones in Chinese gardens are sometimes 

supposed to be associated with real hills. Yet in the Lion Grove Garden (Shizi Lin Yuan), 

Morris "feels one is in the presence of a tour de force or a garden 'folly' rather than amid 

the grandeur of the real hills,"141 while David Engel argues that "often, so exquisite were 

the gardens, they seemed unreal."142 Evidently, these interpretations do not follow the 

designer's intentions though, as we have discussed, interpretations need not coincide with 

original intentions. Like Johnson's Glass House, interpreters cannot return to the past 

alone to find original meaning. Also, it is unnecessary as they were only the products of a 

specific period and context, and may be unsuitable for the present time. Interpreters have 

to find their own answers from within the object itself 

141Morris. 85. 

142Engel, 26. 
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Stimulated by context, Keswick now understands the importance of a simple 

entrance, the fascination of stones, the absence of lawns, the changing effects of plants, 

and the characteristics of the roofs in a Chinese garden. Moreover, she connects Chartres 

Cathedral, floral-beds in English parks, a chameleon's skin, man's clothing, and a light 

handkerchief with garden elements. These elements have assisted her process of 

interpretation, enabling her, a culturally detached observer, to arrive at her personal 

understanding of a Chinese garden. 

Charles Jencks' Interpretations 

The ninth chapter of Keswick's book, ''Meaning of the Chinese Garden," is 

contributed by Charles Jencks. It is a succinct conclusion. Compared to Keswick's 

interpretations, Charles Jencks, as an architectural critic theorist, is able to penetrate into 

the deeper values of Chinese gardens. After examining the details in the gardens, he poses 

the notion of naturalism. He asks, ''How natural are the winding paths, the fantastic 

grottoes, the recreated farmhouses?" 

These questions have already been raised by the ancient Chinese. The dialogue 

between the head of the family Chai-cheng and his son Bao-ytJ in the novel Dream of the 

Red Chamber is an example. Encountering a group of thatched hamlets among masses of 

luxurious halls, walking galleries, and pavilions (Figure 5. 13 ), Chai-cheng, a typical 

Confucian, exclaims, ''Now here is a place with a purpose. In me it awakens the desire to 
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get back to the land, to a life of rural simplicity. Let us go in and rest awhile." 143 Yet, 

Bao-yu does not agree with his father's view-point. 

He questions the plausibility of the village in this elaborate context, and the degree 
to which it simulates villages he knows: 'There are no neighboring villages,' he 
says, 'no distant prospects of city walls; the mountain at the back doesn't belong 
to any system ... . It sticks up out of nowhere, in total isolation from everything 
else. ' 144 

Bao-yu 's argument throws light on the dialectic between the natural and the 

artificial. A hamlet itself represents a sense of nature. However, when it is arbitrarily set 

in an incongruous setting, it shows vestiges of unnaturalness, pretense. Although the 

ancestors have already been conscious of this dialectic, unfortunately the contemporary 

Chinese no longer set store by it. As implied in a Chinese proverb, one's inability to reveal 

the true features of a mountain is due to one's living on it. A Chinese, living in his garden 

for a long time, becomes imbued with the accepted ideas contained there, and no longer 

notices its deeper values. He fails to see the inherent design roots of his garden. Perhaps, 

he is only interested in tracing his ancestors' techniques, or may take it for granted that his 

garden is only a reflection of nature. 

Jencks, a foreigner, standing outside the Chinese garden tradition, brings fresh and 

penetrating eyes. Regarding the notion of naturalism, he points out that "it is a rule of 

both psychology and realism, of the creative individual and creative nature."
145 

To be 

natural is to convey its essence, but not simply to imitate the objects in reality. Moreover, 

143Charles Jencks, "Meaning of the Chinese Garden.,. in The Chinese Garden written by Maggie 
Keswick (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1978). 193. 

1441bid., 194. 

11 'lbid .. 193. 
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there is no absolute demarcation between the natural and the artificial. No matter how 

naturalistic they may look, all the designed elements in a garden are made by men' s hands. 

Indeed, a winding path, a moon gate, a meandering pond, and a pile of stones are all 

artifacts. They are called natural because they reflect both "inner creative spontaneity" 

and outer reality. 

Figure 5.13. Da-guan Yuan, an imaginary reconstruction of the garden in the novel 
Dream of the Red Chamber. 
Source: Maggie Keswick. 

Evidently, Jencks' lack of background of Chinese culture does not bother him in 

trying to understand the gardens. In contrast to Keswick, his interpretation is, in a sense, 

deeper than many Chinese. His words arouse their consciousness to reinspect the deeper 

notions of their own gardens. The question is how and why does he achieve this 

comprehension? 
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Like Keswick, Jencks's understanding of Chinese gardens does not rely on Chinese 

philosophies that are strangers to him, but depends on Western philosophical knowledge 

in which he is well versed. At first, he explains David Hawkes' version to indicate his 

point ofview. 

The bamboos in those other places may have been planted by human hand and the 
stream diverted out of their natural courses, but there was no appearance of 
artifice. That's why, when the ancients use the term 'natural,' I have my doubts 
about what they really meant. For example, when they speak of a 'natural 
painting,' I can't help wondering if they are not referring to precisely that forcible 
interference with the landscape to which I object: Putting hills where they are not 
meant to be, and that sort of thing. However great the skill with which this is 
done, the results are never quite ... ' 146 

Here, with the help of Hawkes' argument, Jencks expresses his doubt regarding the 

definition of'natural' by the Chinese ancestor. To him, if the notion of naturalism is to 

put a natural object where it is not supposed to be, the natural spirit in the object will be 

lost. Secondly, he applies Oscar Wilde's opinion that "to be natural is such a difficult pose 

to keep up" in order to emphasize the tribulations when approaching this goal. At last, he 

finds affinity in English gardens. He argues: 

The English and Chinese share a penchant for 'consulting the genius of the place in 
all,' and for a picturesque heightening of natural effects. Both used the naturalistic 
argument when it was conventional to do so, and conveniently disregarded it when 
discussing such obvious artificialities as fantastic rockeries and unearthly 
grotesques and grottoes. That such a contradiction should be so blatant and so 
long-term indicates that it cut across several deeply held values. 147 

That is why Jencks can explore the deep values of Chinese gardens even though he 

is an alien. Although a Chinese garden belongs to the Chinese, the notions lying behind 

1461bid .. 194. 

ll'lbid .. 195. 
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the forms are shared by other nations. Jencks, before learning about Chinese gardens, has 

already encountered in his own English garden the dispute concerning the natural and the 

artificial. Based on his theoretical understanding and his knowledge of English gardens, 

Jencks is not totally unfamiliar with a Chinese garden. He is able to read its context and 

explore its deeper values just like a Chinese, but he employs different means as follow. 

Jencks's theoretical capability enables him to understand the 'liminal attributes of 

the Chinese garden as well. He does not tum to the Confucians and Daoist's thought to 

verify his point of view, but finds his theoretical basis in Edmund Leach's study of 

communication. According to Leach: 

Myth, ritual, taboo and religion form a pattern quite different from the everyday 
logic of conventional events, a pattern owed to the interruption of normality, the 
transcendence ofboundaries. 

Man introduces artificial boundaries into all his activities, arbitrary divisions 
such as those which cut the continuous flow of time into seconds, hours and days. 
These divisions order the natural, or biological flow of life into discrete unites, 
which now acquire social and religious significance. 148 

But what is the character of the mediator between these various divisions? 

Leach suggests that "whether this mediator is a prophet, a ritualized form of 

behavior such as sacrifice, or an actual building such as a church. The common aspect of 

the mediator in all these cases is that he, she or it takes on liminal attributes--being both 

mortal and immortal, human and animal, tame and wild. " 149 Applying this theory to his 

argument, Jencks analyzes the liminal attributes of the Chinese garden. "Similarly, the 

Chinese garden, which is based on polar opposites, also tries to mediate between quite 

148Edmund Leach, "The Logic by which Symbols are connected" in Culture and Communication 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1976). 33-36. 72. 

149lbid., 82-3. 
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contradictory aspects--the extravagant pleasure palace with its harem and the Confucian 

farmhouse with its simple vegetable plot, the Daoist Abode of the Immortals and the 

stage-set for boating parties." Then, Jencks goes on to give the example of the Liu Yuan in 

detail (Figure 3 . 5). 

In the southern and eastern parts of the plan we can make out elements of the 
Confucian organization of a house. Halls and courtyards, organized symmetrically, 
face south and convey the predictable social order; and yet their order is broken 
and complicated by the introduction of many tight spaces, too many to understand, 
by sudden angles, cut-out vistas and, of course, rocks and trees. These areas are 
not houses, although people could and did live there. Rather they are the 'liminal' 
transcendent spaces mid-way between not-quite-living and not-quite-heaven. 150 

To Jencks, the Liu Yuan is such a case where both the spiritual and earthly realms (are 

concerned) at once. Jencks does not add any new notion to the meanings of Chinese 

gardens. The Chinese are already aware of the characteristic of their gardens. However, 

Jencks' analysis is valuable in that he introduces a new theory to illustrate the spiritual and 

earthly realms and finds a connection between Western and Chinese theories. 

From these case studies, it can be concluded that architecture possesses 

connotative meaning that makes it possible for culturally detached viewers like Keswick 

and Jencks to understand alien designs. 

Stewart R. Johnston's Scholar Gardens of China 

The next case study results from a reading of Stewart R. Johnston's Scholar 

Gardens of China. Johnston, an American architect, uses different ideas to Keswick and 

Jencks for his interpretations of Chinese gardens. The following are two examples. 

150Jencks. "Meaning of the Chinese Garden," 199-200. 
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The Walkways of Chinese Gardens and Painting 

In analyzing the organization of movement in a Chinese garden, Johnston stresses 

the importance of walkways. 

The covered walkways, the most unique of Chinese garden elements, were the 
main arteries of the garden and within each walled enclosure formed its skeletal 
structure .. .. In this way they formed a linear pattern which, from above, could be 
seen to penetrate and embrace all other parts of the design, much as the lines of a 
Klee drawing join together the nodal points. The parallel is not accidental, for 
both were concerned with the dynamics of motion. 151 

Johnston is not the first to make a connection between Chinese gardens and 

painting. As we have seen in the last chapter, gardens often have been evaluated through 

the painter's eye. What is different is that Johnston associates the Chinese garden with 

Western painting instead of with the Chinese where there is a long tradition. However, 

having analyzed Keswick and Jencks' interpretations, this does not surprise. Like the 

analogy between a garden and a cathedral, there is also one between Chinese and Western 

painting. According to Johnston's analysis, the walkways are reminiscent of the parallel 

lines in Klee's drawings. From his understanding of such Western drawing, he appreciates 

the function of Chinese walks (Figures 5.14 and 5.15). 

Western imagination, inspired by Chinese gardens, is not limited only to painting 

but extends to other artistic fields. For Morris, some stones displayed in Chinese gardens 

"conjure up memories of Jean Arp's work with bulging convexities and deep hollows, 

while others, which are thin and close-grained, call to mind a Giacometti sculpture."
152 

(Figure 5.16). If gardens had been designed only for the satisfaction of physical needs, 

151 Johnston. 87. 

15:Morris, 83 . 
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straight walkways would have been quite good enough; stones would not be sought out 

from the bottom of lakes, transported many miles, and carefully put on display. Instead, 

Chinese gardens have delightful meandering paths and striking views. Without these 

details, it would be impossible for Chinese minds to connect the garden with artistic forms. 

Figure 5.14. The analysis of movement in the Liu Yuan . 
Source: Stewart R. Johnston, Scholar Gardens of China (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1 991). 

Figure 5.15. Gathering Snowstorm (City and Atmo 1927 drawn by Paul Klee. 
Source: Paul Klee Drawings, translated from the German by Norbert Guterman (Harry N. 
Abrams, Inc., Publishers, New York, 1960). 
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Figure 5.16. Jean Arp's work: Stone formed by the human hand. 
Source: Arp, ed. With an introduction by James Thrall Soby (New York: The Museum 
ofModem Art. 11 West 53 Street, 1958). 

Johnston's Analyses of Design Method 

It has been mentioned in previous chapters that a Chinese garden is the product of 

the conception of studious amateurs. There were no professional designers involved in the 

process of the making. Consequently, professional architectural methods, such as diagram 

analyses and construction drawings were never tools used by these gardeners. They did 

not belong to the ancient Chinese garden design process. In addition, space analysis 

originating in the West still is never a strong point of the Chinese. Yet, this does not mean 

that these modem architectural methods cannot be applied to an analysis of an old Chinese 

garden. In reality, these devices open up opportunities for spectators, especially those 

unfamiliar with a Chinese garden, to reveal more visually the sequencing and features of 
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each garden. Johnston's space analysis of each of the three gardens in Suzhou is a good 

example. 

As a professional architect with special skills, he studies each garden through a 

spatial analysis diagram. Following a comparison of these diagrams, he produces analyses: 

the Zhuozheng Yuan is a garden which subdivides its space "in a more dynamic matter 

than is usual, thus increasing the inter-penetration of one space with another. " The 

Wangshi Yuan is a "viewing garden" in which series of strategically arranged viewing 

positions are applied around its central pond. The Liu Yuan, "on the other hand, is more 

firmly a garden of movement and perambulation."153 Without the help of these diagrams, 

Johnston's readers may not understand these features so precisely (Figures 5.17, 5. 18 and 

5.19). 

Figure 5.17. The diagram of viewing points and movement patterns, the Liu Yuan . 
Source: Stewart R. Johnston 

153 Johnston. 80-83. 
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Figure 5.18. The analysis ofthe Wangshi Yuan 
Source: Stewart R. Johnston 
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Figure 5. 19. The analysis of movement in the Zhuozheng Yuan . 
Source: Stewart R. Johnston. 
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Moreover, as an architect, Johnston's interest in Chinese gardens does not only 

pertain to the garden itself He is also interested in the relationship between the garden 

and its surroundings. He applies mainly apparent disparate elements to unravel meaning in 

Chinese gardens including a stone map, a plan, and specific details of Tang Chang'an (the 

biggest city in China until modem times), as well as Qing Ming Shang He Tu (a painting, 

drawn by Zhang Zeduan that depicts urban life in the Northern Song capital Dongjing), 

and the plan of Pingjiang (the Song name of Suzhou) to trace relationships (Figures 5.20 

to 5.25). After examining these documents, he concludes that: 

For over two thousand years Chinese garden and landscape design was inexorably 
bound up with Chinese urban life. Gardens, both imperial and private, were 
important releasing agents within the tightly knit urban fabric of the Chinese city 
and provided a balancing element to physical, intellectual and spiritual well
being.154 

With the passage of time, and the dimming of the notion of naturalism, these 

gardens tend now to be enjoyed only as isolated events. The old relationship between 

garden and city is being ignored. Johnston's interpretation reminds one of the importance 

of a garden's surroundings. Although many Chinese gardens, as places of self-cultivation, 

are surrounded by walls, the dwellers could not live only within these enclosures. They 

had to connect with the outside world, and this demanded a suitable inter-relationship 

between the interior and exterior. Johnston's analyses of this relationship is fresh and 

surprising even to the Chinese who seldom today connect these ancient plans with context. 

1541bid .. 7. 
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Figure 5.20. Plan ofTang Chang'an. 
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Figure 5.21. Detail from the stone map ofChang 'an 

Source (Figure 5.20-21): Stewart R. Johnston, Scholar Gardens of China: A Study and 
Analysis of the Spatial Design ofthe Chinese Private Garden (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1991 ). 
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Figure 5.22. Stone map of Song dynasty Suzhou . 
Source: Stewart R. Johnston. 

Figure 5.23 . Analysis of movement and 
Source: Stewart R. Johnston. 
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Figure 5.24. Part of 'Going up river at the Qingming festival' by Zhang-zeduan. 
Source: Stewart R. Johnston. 

Figure 5.25 . Plan of part of Dongjing, depicted in Zhang-zeduan 's painting. 
Source: Stewart R. Johnston. 

Edwin T. Morris' The Gardens of China 

"Today, when the mood of Western designers is turning away from extreme 

functionalism, the doors of China are slowly opening, and throughout the world there is a 

resurgence of interest in the magical environments temptingly available to view." 155 

155 Johnston. 5. 
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Edwin T. Morris is a person who realizes the value of the Chinese garden. In his book 

The Gardens of China, he not only examines meaning in a Chinese garden, but also asks 

the question, "Is the Chinese garden for us?" 

In Morris ' s opinion, some suggestions for incorporating the Chinese garden 

aesthetic into American lives have already been made. The vest-pocket park between 

West Forty-Seventh and Forth-Eight Streets in New York is an example (Figures 5.26 and 

27). "A walk breaks the space into segments; a type of moon gate joins the two divisions 

of the garden; water is used and a bridge spans it," and which is "reminiscent of Chinese 

design. " 156 Yet, Westerners can learn much more from the Chinese garden. In 

accordance with his understanding of the gardens, Morris raises many suggestions for his 

primarily American audience. 

Figure 5.26. A moon gate in the Zhuozheng Yuan . 
Source: Edwin T. Morris, The Gardens of China (New York: Charles Scribner' s Sons. 
1983). 

156Morris. 250. 
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Figure 5.27. A view in vest-pocket park, New York. 
Source: Edwin T. Morris. 

He first introduces the notion of layout of a Chinese garden into architectural 

design. He suggests building a house around an atrium in order to change the closed 

layout of most American houses with their windows that "are usually cramped and 

narrow, and further armored with drapes and curtains." 157 "In that setting," he argues, 

"one could fling the windows wide and gaze upon natural forms and entrain the charms of 

all the seasons, but privately within the space of the 'heavy well ' ." 158 In Morris' s opinion, 

the front lawn of the typical American house could be abbreviated by pushing the house to 

the front of the lot, leaving a large space for a backyard. He believes that the front lawn is 

1571bid .. 246. 
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regarded as vanity only to glorify the house. 159 Only a backyard, he says, can provide 

privacy and refresh one's heart, just like the courtyard in a Chinese garden. He further 

gives the example of the layout of the Zhuozheng Yuan for adoption: "such a plan might 

offer suggestions to the contemporary designer of parks, playgrounds, residences, 

churches, and temples"160(Figure 3.6). 

In terms of garden elements, Morris enumerates several suggestions. He advises 

the absorption of''the device of the covered arcade (lang), expanding our appreciation of 

nature beyond the traditional sunny days. " 161 If schools have these arcades, children can 

enjoy the fresh air even in bad weather. If such are built around residences, communion 

between the residents regarding places of repose or contemplation, and nature will be 

greatly encouraged. He asks: 

Could a meditation pavilion, designated solely for quiet reading, writing, or 
introspection, not become a valuable part of an office complex, school, or factory? 
Corporations are now seeking more bucolic environments-why not carve out 
some part of that environment to help their employee regain the equilibrium so 
important for functioning well?162 

He is also enlightened by the literary experience found in a Chinese garden. Unlike 

American culture with oversized commercial advertising signs, billboards, and neon letters 

filling streets, buses, and public areas, the Chinese make the house-garden complex a 

literary experience. Rooms and pavilions are named, and each segment of the garden has 

1591bid .. 24-6. 
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a carefully chosen epithet. Morris appreciates this experience and suggests that ''we too 

could begin to use such graphic elements in our gardens and rooms, but not to advertise 

anything, except perhaps the sentiments of the homeowner, or the responses that a site has 

connoted to a sensitive heart."163 Moreover, a rooftop platform, a moon gate, an arch-like 

bridge, a path with colorful pebbles all inspire Morris improving his own settings. 

"Happiness consists in enjoying one's freedom."164 In the Chinese garden tradition 

that reflects a profound understanding of the workings of the human mind, each person, 

including the culturally detached foreigners, is able to find what is valuable to him or her. 

1631bid .. 253. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

This thesis has examined the hypothesis that the modem movement has been 

responsible for the removal of connotative meaning from architecture, leaving merely 

functional interpretations for the users and viewers. Understanding and pleasure can be 

restored only when connotative as well as denotative meanings are considered in 

architecture, and the result of such activity will result in architecture that can be 

understood, even by those from alien cultures. 

Theoretical positions by Umberto Eco, Christian Norberg-Schutz and Paul Ricoeur 

have been investigated to support the proposition that architecture has meaning, and that it 

can be read like a written text. 

The hypothesis was tested through the examination of Chinese gardens in Suzhou 

of the Ming dynasty as it is well known that connotative meaning was embedded in the 

designs of these dwellings/gardens. Furthermore, as connotative meaning was also a 

factor in the designs of landscape of the English Romantic Movement, which included 

Chinese influence during the period of anglo chinois, English gardens were also examined. 

To complete the investigation of the hypothesis a review ofEnglish speaking 

author's writings about Chinese gardens was carried out, and statements made by them 

regarding their understanding of what they saw (understood) in the Chinese gardens were 

identified. English speaking authors were chosen as they represent members of an alien 
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culture, with the expectation that through their educational backgrounds they would be 

able to make sense out of the meanings embedded in Chinese gardens. 

The most significant result of this study is the fact that culturally diverse viewers, 

in this case English speaking authors on Chinese gardens, though they had knowledge of 

landscape and architecture disciplines, did not only rely on the obvious, the scientific and 

rational when seeking to understand what was before them, nor did they dwell on the 

functions of elements in Chinese gardens, but they 'penetrated' the phenomena of the 

things to reveal their essence. They did this by making connections with their own 

experiences stored in their memory banks resulting in the creation of new images, 

emotions and feelings. These were used in providing a broader understanding of the 

elements they were examining visually. For example, Maggie Keswick used Chartres 

Cathedral as an analogy for interpreting the Wangshi Yuan garden; Charles Jencks found 

the deeper values of Chinese gardens with the help of his knowledge of English gardens; 

and Stewart Johnston found affinity between Chinese walkways and the Western painting 

of Paul Klee. The resulting interpretations reveal the significance of connotative meaning. 

It has the capability to promote one's interpretation from superficial observation at the 

denotative level to deep mental connotative reaction of analogy, contrast, ambiguity and 

metaphor. 

The affinity of physical requirements among different cultures has achieved 

universality at a primary level. Such affinity and connotation exist at the connotative level 

as well although they are not as obvious and identical as those of the functional level. 

These hidden connections occurring in different cultures encourage culturally detached 
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interpreters to produce valuable understanding of alien things, which lead to the 

accomplishment of universal comprehension at the higher, connotative level. Connotative 

meaning is not a barrier to cross-cultural communication, but a bridge to enrich one's life, 

actualizing significant universality. 

There are two basic but important factors to be considered if architectural 

interpretations is to be achieved. One is the quality of the architect, the other the 

educational level of the general public. 

This examination of Chinese gardens demonstrates the importance of connotative 

meaning in architectural design. What impacted the English landscape movement, what 

was imitated by anglo-chinois style, and what inspired Maggie Keswick, Charles Jencks, 

Stewart Johnston, and Edwin Morris to produce their multiple interpretations of Chinese 

gardens is certainly connotative meaning included in the initial design progress by the 

Chinese garden makers. 

The study of Chinese gardens illustrates one way for contemporary architects to 

learn how to assign appropriate and sufficient connotative meaning to their architectural 

designs. Besides satisfying physical, functional requirements, a prime consideration in the 

process of modernity, architects should strive to integrate cultural conventions and 

intellectual patrimony such as philosophy, painting and poetry into their architecture in 

order to successfully raise architecture to the level of other disciplines of the humanities. 

In the previous chapters, the importance of the interpreter's background was 

examined. The more one grasps one's culture and art, the more references one possesses 

to stimulate imagination, even of alien things, and the more valuable and deeper will be 
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one's interpretations. Society in general should be better educated artistically and 

scientifically to enable them to live healthier lives in often unhealthy environments. It is 

not necessary to be thoroughly versed in cross-cultural conventions, aesthetics or 

philosophy, but the public should be exposed to the widest knowledge of its culture and 

art through their educational years. Otherwise, if architects assign sufficient connotative 

content to architecture, the public may still be unable to understand it. 

Physical needs are only the fundamental aspect for a man's healthy life. Only when 

the users have been culturally and scientifically educated can their psychological needs be 

satisfied, and some of the meaning assigned by the creators be revealed; then perhaps 

more people can enjoy complete lives. 

Further investigations into the subjects under discussion here might be fruitfully 

pursued in the area of aesthetics and psychobiology. 
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